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Collective Agreement
with

Laboratory Film Technicians
Local 702

165 W. 46th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
BRyant 9-3281

1947- f34-3

MEMORANDUM OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT, entered into
this

day of

,1947 between

New York, hereinafter referred to as the "Employer" and the
Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians, Local 702, of the. I. A. T. S. E.,
affiliated with the AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR,, a voluntary association consisting of more than seven members, hereinafter referred to as
the, "Union".
In order to more effectively apply the principle of collective bargaining, to stabilize trade and labor practices in the industry and to maintain
fair wages, hours and working conditions for members of said Union,
and in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants hereinafter
set forth, the parties hereto agree as follows:
1. Closed Shop:
(a) Employer agrees to employ none but good standing members of
the Union, excepting only office help and supervisory employees. Any
employee, other than those specifically exempt from the provisions of
this agreement as herein defined and provided, who regularly engages
in the handling of film shall not be excepted from the provisions hereof
and must be a member of the Union in good standing. It is intended
to cover by this agreement, all employees presently members of the
Union and the respective classifications of work as appear on the schedules annexed hereto. This agreement does not cover employees who
may be members of another union under contract with the Employer.
(b) This agreement shall cover all foremen and sub-foremen, working and non-working.
(c) The positions held by the persons whose names appear on Schedule C attached hereto are to be deemed specifically exempt, from the provisions of this agreement.
2. Hiring of New and Additional Employees:,
(a) Except as herein provided in Section (c) of this paragraph,
all new and additional employees whose job classifications are covered
by this agreement, shall be hired from the Union.

(b) No such new or additional employees shall be hired by Employer
unless said employees deliver to Employer a work card issued by the
.Union. Such employees shall report to the Shop Steward prior to
commencing work.
(c) In the event that the Union be unable to furnish the requested
new or additional employees within forty-eight (48) hours after such
request is made, then and in that event Employer may hire such employees from the open market provided that said new or additional
employees shall first file applications with the Union office. The Union
agrees that it will not unreasonably withhold its consent to such applications or to the issuance of the working cards.
(d) All new experienced employees shall receive work for a minimum
of three (3) consecutive work days, beginning with the first day hired.
New, inexperienced employees shall receive a minimum of one (1) day's
work or its pay equivalent.
3. Discrimination:
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No member of the Union shall be discriminated against or deprived
of employment or promotion because of race, color or creed.
4. Hours:
(a) A work week shall consist of forty (40) hours, eight (8) consecutive hours per day, exclusive of meal period, from Monday to
Friday inclusive, unless otherwise modified in writing. The work day
shall commence not earlier than 7 A. M., except that employees who at
present regularly start their workday prior to 7 A. M., or their permanent replacements, shall continue to do so, and in such cases, shall be
paid a shift premium of 10% for the hours worked before 7 A. M. Any
employee commencing work prior to 12 o'clock Noon, shall be paid a
shift premium, as provided in Section 5(c), for all hours (up to and
including eight (8) hours) worked beyond 5:30 P. M. Any employee
commencing work at or after 12 o'clock Noon shall be paid the shift
premium as provided in Section 5 (c) for the eight-hour work day.
Overtime shall be computed on the shift premium only in such cases
where the employee's entire work-day has been paid for at the shift
premium.
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(b) x Employer shall at all times maintain a uniform starting hour
during the regular work week, which once established shall be maintained for a minimum of three months. The minimum may be reduced
with the written consent of the Union. Except as provided for in
Paragraph 17, any employee required to work before his normal or
regular starting time shall be given eight (8) hours work from his normal starting time and shall receive the overtime rate for such hours
worked prior to his normal starting time, provided that said employee
works a total of not less than eight (8) hours from and after his normal
starting time.
(c) A meal period shall be allowed to each employee of not less than
one-half (%) hour which shall commence during the fourth or fifth
hours of the work day; it being understood, however, that meal periods
of more than half-hours each which have existed heretofore shall not be
reduced by reason hereof without the consent of the Union, and that
the staggering of meal periods as heretofore practised to maintain
continuous operations of machines, shall continue.
(d) Any hourly worker called for work during the regular work
week shall be guaranteed a minimum of eight (8) consecutive hours each
day of work or its pay equivalent, exclusive of meal period.
(e) Employer agrees to maintain an equal distribution of work
within each respective classification of work.
t

5. Wages:
(a) The wages set forth in Schedule "A" attached hereto shall be
applicable to employees employed in the respective classifications indicated thereon. Said wages shall be paid retroactive to March 10,
1947 to all employees who held such classifications in the employ of the
Employer since such date.
If an employee's classification was changed since March 10, 1947,
retroactive pay shall be computed at the wage rates applicable to each
classification held by him for the period thereof. An employee hired
prior to the date of signing of this agreement but subsequent to March
10, 1947 shall receive retroactive pay at the wage rates applicable to
each classification held by him since the date of such employment. All

new or additional employees shall receive the wages established in said
schedule for the particular type or classification of work for which he
or she may be engaged, except, however, that should the new or additional employee be inexperienced then he shall receive a base rate of
$1.03 per hour for the first four weeks of employment, and thereafter
he shall receive the wages set forth in the attached schedule for his
classification. Such employees, if any, receiving wages over the old
base rate of their respective classifications shall continue to receive the
same amount over the new base rate so long as they remain in said
classifications.
(b) Except as hereinafter provided, all work during the normal work
week in excess of eight hours per day shall be paid for at the rate of time
and one half. All Saturday work, up to and including the eighth hour,
shall be paid for at .the rate of time and one half, and thereafter at the
rate of double time. All Sunday work shall be paid for at the rate of
double time. The provisions for overtime, Saturday and Sunday work
herein contained shall not apply to weekly workers, it being agreed that
weekly workers shall receive overtime only after forty (40) cumulative
hours of work as presently practised. Non-working foremen and nonworking sub-foremen shall not receive overtime pay as herebefore
provided but shall continue to receive such compensation, if any, as
heretofore for overtime hours..
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(c) The shift premium for all hours worked after 5:30 P. M. as
hereinabove provided for, and for second and third shifts, shall be 10%
in addition to the base pay for each classification affected.
(d) The starting time on Saturdays and Sundays shall be fixed at
the discretion of Employer. Employer guarantees minimum pay for
Saturdays, Sundays or holidays enumerated in Section 6, equivalent
to eight hours straight time base pay.
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(e) Notwithstanding the minimum set forth in the wage scale attached hereto, the wage paid an employee on the effective date hereof
shall not be reduced so long as said employees remain in the classifications in which they are employed at said date and such classifications shall
not be changed without the consent of the Union, except as provided for
in Article 8 of this contract.
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(f) Laboratories not having a regular negative developing crew
shall pay for such type of work on a daily basis.
(g) Wages, in all cases, shall be paid in cash, except if paid by
check, proper facilities for cashing same without premium shall be
provided by Employer.
(h) Employees covered by this agreement are hourly workers except such employees who are presently employed as weekly workers.
6. Holidays:
Employees shall be paid for and not be required to work on any of
the following holidays falling within the regular work week, provided
they report for work any day during such week.
New Year's Day
Lincoln's Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Decoration Day

July 4th
Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas

Where an employee shall be required to work on any of the aforementioned holidays, he shall be paid at the rate of single time in addition to the day's pay above provided for. Work on a holiday above
enumerated falling on a Saturday, for which no holiday pay is provided,
shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
7. Vacations:
(a) All employees upon completion of one year's employment prior
to September 22 in any year, shall receive one week's vacation with
pay for that year, and all employees, upon completion of three years
or more employment prior to September 22 in any year, shall receive
two weeks vacation with pay for that year except in the event a better
vacation plan is in existence by virtue of the preceding contract between Union and Employer, in which case the provisions of said plan
shall not be affected by the terms hereof. Vacation pay shall be based
on straight full time weekly pay. In calculating the period of employment for vacations, no deduction shall be made for time lost due to
lay-off or sickness up to ninety days in any one year.
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(b) Vacations, as far as is practicable, shall be granted at times
requested by employee within the respective departments, on a seniority basis. Vacations shall be taken between May 1st arid September
30 of each year. Vacations at any time other than within the regular
vacation period may be taken with the consent of the affected Employer
and the Union. Schedule setting forth vacation assignments for all
employees shall be posted no later than April 15.
(c) In lieu of the provisions of subdivision (b) of this Article, an
Employer may, at his option, any time before February 1st in any year,
designate:
(1) One 2-week vacation period in the month of July and one 2-week
vacation period in the month of August, or
(2) One 2-week vacation period in either of said months.
(d) If Employer elects to designate two 2-week vacation periods
under (c) (1) above then employees shall thereafter, on or before
April 1st of said year, select which of the two vacation periods they
'desire, but in no event shall more than fifty percent of the employees
in any single classification be granted the same vacation period.
(e) Any request for a vacation at a time other than the periods
designated by the Employer shall be granted only upon the consent
of the Union and the Employer and, in no event, may exceed ten percent of the number of the employees in any classification.
(f) Should a paid holiday fall within a vacation week of an employee said employee shall be permitted at the Employer's option, an
additional day's vacation or its pay equivalent.
(g) Any employee who has worked for less than one year and is
laid off shall be entitled to one day's vacation pay for each completed
three months of work. This shall not apply to discharges for cause
or to employees leaving voluntarily.
(h) Since vacations are essential for the health of the employees,
no employee shall be permitted to work through his vacation period,
or any part thereof unless consented to by the Union, except as provided in subdivision (f) of this Article.
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8. Work Distribution and Lay-Offs:
(a) In the event of lay-off in any department, applicants within
that department shall first be laid off. Should any further lay-offs
become necessary within that department which will affect members
of the Union, then such lay-offs shall be effected as follows:
1. In the event of a lay-off in any department consisting of more
than one classification, if a member or members in a higher classification shall first be affected by such lay-off, such member or members
affected, having departmental seniority shall have the option to be
reverted to the next lower classification in that department in accordance with their departmental seniority or accept severance pay and
the member or members finally displaced shall be laid off.
In the event the member or members affected shall have been trans*
ferred from another department or classification within the plant, then
and in that event he or they shall have the option of reverting to a position in his or their former department or classification and retain his
or their accumulated seniority in such former department or classification,
r
2. In the event that the member or members to be laid off had not
been transferred from another department or classification he or they
shall be afforded the opportunity of displacing an applicant, if any,
in another department but in no event shall he or they displace a member or members in another department irrespective of seniority.
In determining departmental or plant seniority as the case may
be wherever required hereunder the seniority list furnished by the
Union shall govern. (The Union Seniority List provides that any
member inducted on or after March 7, 1947 shall not have seniority
over any member employed in the respective laboratory who was a
member prior to March 7, 1947, and employed in the same laboratory
at the time the Union Seniority Law was ratified.)
3. If a member is reverted to a lower classification by reason of
lay-off, he shall receive the pay of the lower classification.
4. In the event that such reverted or demoted employee be used
for more than a majority of his working time during any consecutive
four-week period in the work of his former higher classification, he
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shall then be re-classified to his former higher classification, except
that any hours of work to replace an absent worker shall not be included in determining the accumulated hours' work.
5. In the event of a lay-off the Shop Steward shall be the last one
to be laid off in the plant, provided film is being either handled or
processed in the laboratory.
(b) Should Employer desire to retain a non-working foreman in
the event of a lay-off in his department, he may do so without regard
to the rule of seniority, provided said non-working foreman retains
his status as such non-working foreman. Should Employer, however,
desire to lay-off such non-working foreman, such lay-off shall be governed by the rule of departmental seniority.
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(c) Should an employee be laid off for more than two days in any
one week, he shall be entitled to demand during the period of lay-off
severance pay and upon receipt of such severance pay his tenure in
the plant shall be terminated; except however, if such lay-off results
from an Act of God, Fire or shortage of essential materials created by
such Act of God, Fire or strikes causing the closing of the plant then
only if an employee be laid off for more than five days shall he be
entitled to demand during the period of lay-off severance pay and
upon receipt of such severance pay his tenure in the plant shall be
terminated.
(d) All overtime worked shall be equitably rotated among the workers within each classification of work. A working foreman shall not
be discriminated against or receive any preference in the allocation of
overtime work. A working foreman may engage in overtime work
out of rotation if an employee called for such overtime has absented
himself. In the event, however, that said working foreman is called
out of rotation and all employees performing the type of work for
which overtime is required are not afforded overtime, his duties shall
be confined to supervision only. A working foreman shall be permitted
to work overtime out of rotation on such work as he only, to the
exclusion of other employees in the department, regularly performs.
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9. Discharges:
(a) New and inexperienced employees may be discharged without
cause on or before the expiration of the first four weeks of employment, and any other new employees on or before the expiration of
the first two weeks of employment.
(b) After four or two weeks, as aforesaid as the case may be, all discharges shall be for just cause only. Employer shall give the Union
twenty-four hours prior notice of its election to discharge for cause,
and during such twenty-four hour period Employer may suspend the
employee affected. Upon failure of the Union to concur in the just
cause the matter shall be treated as a dispute, as hereinafter provided
in Section 14.
s

10. Severance:
In the event of lay-off or death of an employee, there shall be paid the
following severance pay:
Where an employee has worked:
One year but less than two years
Two years but less than five years
Five years but less than seven years
Seven years but less than ten years
Over ten years

One Week
Two Weeks
Three Weeks
Four Weeks
Five Weeks

In the event of death, any sum due hereunder shall be payable to the
legal representative of the deceased employee.

11. Weekly and Hourly Workers:
(a) Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to have modified the
rights and privileges presently enjoyed by weekly workers. Employer
shall not change the status of any employee from a weekly to an hourly
worker or from an hourly to a weekly worker, without the Union's
consent.
(b) Weekly workers shall be permitted to do the work of hourly,
workers in the same department, providing the performance of such
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work by the weekly worker does not displace hourly workers. Weekly
workers shall be permitted to do the work of hourly workers in other
departments only in the event of absence, upon notification to the Union.
Any other use of weekly workers to do the work of an hourly worker
shall require the consent of the Union.
12. Temporary Transfer of Employees:
(a) It is agreed that temporary transfers shall be made from lower
classifications so far as practicable, provided that such transfers shall
not deprive another employee then in the employ of the Employer, of
actual employment or result in an employee performing two separately
classified operations simultaneously.
(b) It is further agreed that the temporary transfer of an employee
from a higher classification to a lower classification shall not result in
any reduction in pay, and that any employee temporarily required to
fill the place of a higher classification, shall be paid the prevailing wage
scale for said higher classification on a daily basis.
13. Promotion:

.

It is agreed that promotions to higher classifications shall be based
on qualifications and by the rule of seniority. Employer shall confer
with the Union in the first instance concerning any promotion to be made
and in the event that the parties shall fail to agree within 72 hours after
notice to the Union of the Employer's intention to make such promotion,
the matter of said promotion shall be deemed in dispute, and pending
the determination of the arbitrator, Employer may make an interim
promotion of a person other than that proposed by the Union or Employer.
(b) It is further agreed that if a promotion to a higher classification
requires a training period, then for the first four (4) weeks of work in
said higher classification, the employee shall retain the rate of pay
formerly received by him in the lower classification. After said training
period, said employee shall receive the base rate provided in this agreement for the higher classification to which he has been promoted. An
employee promoted to a higher classification requiring no technical
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training shall immediately receive the rate of wages for said higher
classification.
(c) In the event that Employer finds a promoted employee incapable
of performing the work assigned to him in the higher classification,
Employer shall transfer said employee to his former position. It is
agreed that the inability of a promoted employee to do the work of a
higher classification shall not be cause for discharge. It is further agreed
that Employer will give notice of the re-transfer of an employee back
to his former classification but such re-transfer shall not require the
consent of the Union. The trial afforded to a promoted employee shall
be fair and reasonable.
14. Adjustment of Disputes:
(a) Any dispute arising under this contract shall, in the first instance, be discussed for adjustment by the Employer and the Union.
(b) Should the Employer and the Union be unable to determine the
dispute within 24 hours then and in that event, at the request of either
party to said dispute, the matter may be presented for mediation to an
Industry Board composed of the following two industry representatives
and two Union representatives and their respective alternates who shall
serve in the event of the absence of the designated representatives.
INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES
Name
1.
2.
ALTERNATE. 3.
ALTERNATE. 4.

Address

12
UNION REPRESENTATIVES

1.
2.
3.
4.

Name
Nicholas Koutrouby
Viola D. La Preste
Eichard Gramaglia
George Waugh

ALTERNATE
ALTERNATE

To BE ADDBESSED c/o of Local 702,
I. A. T. S. E.—165 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. C.
The Industry Board shall meet on Wednesday of each week from the
hours of 2:30 to 5:0.0 P. M. at a place or places mutually agreed upon
in advance to hear and mediate only such disputes of which they have
been notified at least 24 hours in advance by mail or telegram. Should
there be no disputes to be heard on any given Wednesday the said meeting may be dispensed with for said week. Failure of the Industry Board
to adjust a dispute within 24 hours after a hearing shall permit either
party to request the appointment of an arbitrator by the Director of the
United States Conciliation Service, whose expenses shall be paid by the
losing party. The decision of said arbitrators shall in all respects be
final and binding upon the parties thereto.
Where the request for mediation by the Industry Board shall be
made more than 72 hours prior to the regularly scheduled Wednesday
meeting as aforesaid, either party requesting such Industry Board meeting may request that the Industry Board meet at a time and place mutually agreeable, within 72 hours after such request.
In any dispute involving a discharge a finding by the arbitrator that
such discharge was without cause shall be retroactive to the date of
wrongful discharge.
Pending the final determination of any dispute there shall be no
strike or lockout, nor shall there be any change of working conditions
or methods of operation as they existed prior to the dispute except as
they may be otherwise permitted by this agreement.
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(c) Notice of dispute to all Industry Boarrl luembers shall bo sent
by registered mail or by telegraph co the addresses hereinabove set
forth.
15. Foremen and Sub-Foremen:
. (a) Foremen and sub-foremen, who are not classified as working
foremen and sub-foremen in the attached schedule, shall not engage in
production or perform the work of another employee except insofar
as such wo.rk may be incidental to his duties.
(b) Employer agrees that non-working foremen presently employed by him shall retain their status as such, subject to the right of
Employer to discharge for cause. In the event a vacancy occurs and
Employer elects to replace said non-working foreman or non-working
sub-foreman, b,r in the event Employer elects to create additional nonworking foremen or sub-foremen positions, it agrees to first consider
the filling of said vacancy, or newly created position, from members
of the Union in its employ, without regard to seniority. Should Employer, however, hire a person not a member of the Union, then and in
that event said person shall first affiliate himself with the Union; the
Union agrees not to unreasonably withhold its consent to said application.
(c) Union agrees that no disciplinary action shall be taken against
working or non-working foremen or non-working sub-foremen for any
act or action relating to the performance of his duties, relative to plant
operations, on behalf of Employer.
The Union agrees that on any matter pertaining to the Working
Foremen, Non-Working Foremen and Non-Working Sub-Foremen said
matter shall be taken up with the Employer in the first instance.
(d) Employer agrees not to increase the number of working foremen or sub-foremen without the consent of the Union.
S (e) Foremen and sub-foremen shall receive the same percentage of
differential as provided in the preceding agreement between Employer
and the Union, over the highest base rate paid in their department, as
provided in this agreement, but in no event shall the non-working foremen receive less than 20% above the highest base rate, or sub-foremen
and working foremen less than 10% above the highest base rate.
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16. Machine Operation:
(a) The wages and conditions specified in this agreement shall
apply to the machines presently in operation, in any laboratory with
which the Union has a collective bargaining agreement.
(b) The parties agree that present methods of operation within the
laboratories shall continue without change except that the Employer
may, if it so elects, change its operations from a single to a dual operation of machines, so that one operator may operate two machines, provided such dual operation is presently or may hereafter be in existence
in a laboratory operating under a collective agreement with the Union.
In the event of any such change the Employer will pay the base rate
applicable to such dual operation.
(c) Employer shall be permitted to install and operate new, unusual and reconstructed equipment, and accelerate the speed of existing equipment after negotiating wages and conditions with respect
thereto with the Union. In the event that Employer and the Union
shall fail to agree within 72 hours after Employer shall request such
negotiations as aforesaid, then the matter shall be deemed in dispute
and referred to arbitration, as provided in this agreement. Pending
the decision of the arbitrator, Employer shall have the right to operate
such new, unusual, reconstructed or accelerated equipment and the decision of the arbitrator shall be retroactive to the date of such
operation.
However, if such new,-unusual, reconstructed or accelerated machinery or equipment is the same as presently or may hereafter be
operated in any other laboratory with which the Union has a collective
bargaining agreement then the Employer shall have the right, upon
notification to the Union and upon the mutual agreement that said machinery or equipment is the same, to operate such equipment in the
same manner as the other laboratory upon payment of the base rate of
wages applicable to the machine or equipment operated in such other
laboratory. In the event that the Employer and the Union shall fail
to agree within 72 hours that said new machinery o.r equipment is the
same, then the matter shall be deemed in dispute and referred to arbitration, as provided in this agreement. Pending the decision of the
arbitrator, Employer shall have the right to operate said new ma-
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chinery or equipment and the decision of the arbitrator shall be retroactive to the date of such operation.
(d) There shall be one inspector employed for each projection
machine operated having not more than one strand of film in operation
at one time.
(e) Negative developing shall consist of all types of film requiring
development in panchromatic light or total darkness.
17. News Reel Makeup:
(a) It is agreed there shall be no change in the existing manner
of operation with respect to the makeup and production crews of Pathe,
105 East 106th Street and Paramount News Laboratories. The present night crew engaged in Negative Developing, Positive Developing,
Make-up News Timers and Make-up News Printers at De Luxe will
operate on the basis of a six-hour minimum daily call and a 40 hour
cumulative guarantee on a five-day basis at straight time.
18. Reinstatement After Absence Due to Accident or Illness:
(a) Employees who meet with accidents arising out of their employment or become ill shall, within a reasonable time thereafter, be
re-employed by Employer, if and when such employee is in physical
condition to resume his work and his ability to resume shall be determined by the certificate of a duly licensed physician. Such employee
must report for work on the date certified by such physician and his
replacement may be laid off at that time, but such lay-off shall be by
departmental seniority.
(b) In the event that a member cannot resume his former duties
because of injuries sustained, he shall be placed on a job suitable
to his condition at that time and agreed to by Employer and the Union.
19. Business Representative:
Employer agrees that the Business Representative of the Union,
or in his absence another officer so authorized, shall have access to the
laboratory plant in connection with a dispute for the purpose of inspecting the plant operation and investigating the facts. The Union
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agrees that said representative before entering the plant shall give
notice of his desire of so doing to Employer, and shall request that a
representative of Employer accompany him through the plant; in the
event Employer, or his representative shall fail or refuse to so accompany him, the Business Representative may proceed through the plant
for the purposes aforesaid.
20. Shop Steward:
(a) It is agreed that Shop Steward shall be given two hours per
week during working hours for the collection of dues in plant employing
less than one hundred, and four hours per week for such purpose in
plants employing in excess of one hundred employees.
(b) Shop Steward shall have the right to discuss with Employer
during working hours any matters pertaining to plant operation.
21. Bulletin Space:
Employer agrees to furnish suitable bulletin space solely for the
use of the Union for official Union communications.
22. Other Contracts Prohibited:
It is agreed that the Employer will not during the life of this
agreement, either directly or indirectly, enter into any contract of
whatsoever kind, nature or description, affecting the employees covered by this agreement, with any association or corporation claiming
to be a labor union other than Local 702,1. A. T. S. E.
23. Military Service:
It is agreed that the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940,
as amended, shall in all cases control the placing of returning servicemen. It being understood, however, that in the event said Act should
be repealed, any member of the Union returning thereafter shall be
entitled -to the same job rights as provided for under said Act.
24. Union Requirements:
No employee shall be required to perform any act or work violative
of the Constitution or By-Laws of this Union, and the Union hereby
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represents that the provisions of this agreement are not violative of
said Constitution or By-Laws.
25. No Sub-Contracting1 During- Strike:
Employer agrees not to take over or perform as sub-contractor or
otherwise do any work for any laboratory, the employees of which laboratory are lawfully on strike, during the pendency of such strike.
26. Union Label:
It is hereby agreed that the Union label or a suitable identification
may be placed in or on all film cans containing film processed or made
under this agreement at the Union's sole cost.
27. Leave of Absence For Union Officials:
Any employee who is a member of the Union who shall be elected
or appointed for any office or position within the Local Union which
requires absence from the service of the Company for that period shall
.receive such leave of absence until the expiration of his term of office
or position of responsibility. His seniority shall not be affected by
such leave of absence.
28. I.A.T. S. K:
As the Union is a member of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Moving Picture Machine Operators of the
United States and Canada, nothing in this agreement shall ever be
construed to interfere with any obligation of the Union to such International Alliance by reason of a prior obligation. The Union represents that nothing contained in this agreement is violative of its present obligation to said International Alliance.
29. Effective Date and Duration:
(a) This agreement shall be effective as of
and shall continue in full force and effect until the
1949.

day of June,.
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The parties agree that negotiations for a new contract shall commence 60 days before the expiration date of this contract, upon notification to the Employer by the Union.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto signed this
agreement by their respective officers and representatives duly authorized thereto this
day of
, 1947.

By:

MOTION PICTTTKE LABORATORY TECHNICIANS
LOCAL 702, I. A. T. S. B.
By:
President and Chairman of Union Negotiations
Committee.

Approved:
International Rep.
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SCHEDULE A
Classifications of Work and Rates Applicable Thereto
Printing Department
Hourly
Rate

GROUP 1—Single machines, one strand
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

$1.41

Automatic, picture or sound
Double header automatic, picture and/or sound
16mm reduction, picture or sound
16mm contact, picture and/or sound
Superimposed picture and title only
NOTE : Any above machines may be run with loops.

GROUP 2

1.51

(a) 32mm
(b) Hand dial
(c) Pathe Bound Brook 16mm contact
GROUP 3
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

1.57
Superimposed picture, sound and title
Reduction 2 strands, 2 machines
Duplex Ace
Sound, 2 strands
Ace Accumulator
Ace Sound
Any 2 machines in Group 1 with single operator
Debrie, Superimposed

GROUP 4
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

1.63
Panchromatic dupes
Reprints and replacements
Bell & Howell Quad, 2 operators
4 in 1 head 35mm printer—Pathe

20
Hourly
Rate

'(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)

Debries 2 machines
Triple Sound
Four in one head 16mm printer
Paramount News Quads
Research Printer
Twin printer (Ace)
C. S. P. (2 machines)
C. P. regular

GROUP 5
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

$1.77
16mm Octet, one operator
Kodachrome—one or two machines—one operator
Color printer—one or two machines—one operator
C. P. Feature printer
C. P. Elevator printer

DBY END
Type
Type
Type
Type

Developing Department
(Positive)
..••.. '•
/;-:•-•>•
1—One Strand
2—One Strand—Fast
3—Two Strand
4—Two Strand—Fast

WET END—(Pre-determined control)
Type 1—One Strand
Type 2—One Strand—Fast
Type 3—Two Strand
Type 4^Two Strand—Fast
WET END—Positive Eye developing used only in such laboratories as the operator personally varies the speed
of the machine, according to his own judgment, in
order to produce satisfactory results. Does not govern in cases where operator varies the speed of the
machine under instructions from any other source.

1.53
1.60
1.60
1.69
1.60
1.67
1.67
1.77

21
Hourly
Rate

Type
Type
Type
Type

1—One Strand
2—One Strand—Fast
3—Two Strand
4—Two Strand—Fast

$1.71
1.78
1.78
1.94

Negative Developing Dept.
DRY END
Type 1—One Strand
Type 2—Two Strand

1.73
1.85

WET END
Type 1—One Strand
Type 2—Two Strand
Back and Tank Developers
Rack and Tank Washer, Rewinders and Dry Room
Examiners—Relief Men

1.95
2.09
2.00
1.73
1.73

Negative Workers Dept.
(a) Negative joiners exclusively
(b) All general negative workers, including but not limited
to superimposed work, reprints, replacements, preparation of negative including the selection of scenes for
printing, finishing and numbering
(c) Kodachrome
(d) Lacquering
(e) Negative cutting and matching, on a weekly basis where
now existing, otherwise on a daily basis

1.38

1.44
1.48
1.56
1.95

Inspection by Projection Dept.
(a) Visual or audible
1. Normal speed
2. Fast (Ace, Pathe B. B., Consolidated, Paramount
L. I
'
(b) Arc Lamp

1.59
1.62
1.71
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Negative Cleaners Dept.

Hourly
Rate

(a) Haud or machine, without restriction as to the nature of
the work or the equipment
$1.41
Positive Joining Dept.
(a) Splicing, Rewinding, print assembly workers, Slitters and
Change-over workers
(b) Reprint follower and checker, Examiners, Conformers,
Center Liners
(c) Reprint orderers and inserters, Foreign Titles

1.11
1.17
1.23

Raw Stock Splicers Dept.
(a) Splicers—all types on all work except (b)
(b) Splicers for Quad or Octet Printers or Continuous Printers, when same requires special operation beyond normal
splicing

1.14
1.20

Chemical Department
(a) All mixers
(b) Silver Recovery workers
(c) Chemist—by special arrangement with Paramount News ..

1.41
1.53
2.40

Title Department
(a) Title camera clerk (new)
(b) Title camera clerk
(c) Title cameraman
(1) All titles
(2) Stop motion and automatic conforming
(3) Dissolves
(4) Fades
(d) Title Cameraman
(1) Dupes in camera (composite)
(2) Animation
(3) Slide camera work

1.11
1.25
1.83

2.04

23
Hourly
Rate

Timing Department
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Card Writers
$1.18
Timers, clerks
1.29
Junior Timers
1.95
Timer
2.61
Chief Timer
3.30
NOTE: Junior Timer Works on two-year training period
with automatic increases at six month intervals,
based on %th the differential between $1.95 and
$2.61.
Checkers
*

(a) In all departments except (b)
(b) Developing department

1.15
1.21

Control Dept.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Strip Readers
All general work
Assistant to Sensitometric Sound Control
Sensitometric Sound Control

1.14
1.26
1.57
1.85

Shipping Dept.
(a) Packers
(b) Shipping, checker and packer
(c) Shipper limited to one man in department who controls
the shipping, distribution, scheduling, etc., of all shipments
(d) Head Shipper
NOTE: A further increase of 5% will be paid to all employees in. (b) above who specifically check and
pack shipments intended for export to all countries, except the U. S. and the Dominion of
Canada.

1.09
1.21
1.50
1.88
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Hourly
Rate

Raw Stock Dept.
(a) Eaw Stock Handlers
(b) Raw Stock Clerks (Printing Room)
(c) Head Raw Stock Receiver

$1.12
1.21
1.38

Receiving Dept.
(a) Receiver—Limited to one man in dept
(b) Special Traffic Department worker and route shipper—
Paramount News and Ace Labs

1.50
1.59

Electrical Dept.
(a) Electricians
(b) Chief Electrician

1.86
2.03
Mechanical Dept.

(a) Apprentice machinists
(b) Maintenance mechanic, general machinist, and all types
of maintenance mechanics on air conditioning equipment
(c) Precision machinist

1.14
1.68
1.86

NOTE : Apprenctice machinists to receive the differential
between the starting rate and machinist's base
rate over a period of four years on the basis of
semi-anual automatic increases. There shall be
one apprentice for up to every ten machinists.
Watchmen Dept.
(a) Watchmen, Elevator operators
(b) Porter-Watchmen
(c) Fireman-Watchmen

1.12
1.18
1.24

Building' Maintenance Dept.
(a) Porters (any type of porter work)
(b) Building maintenance mechanic

1.12
1.68

25
Hourly
Rate

Miscellaneous
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Spotters
Can Carriers (New)
Can Carriers presently receiving .95
Positive Processors
Waxers
Control Strip Cutters
Filter Operators
Printing Pressman
Negative Vault Men
(1) Active
(2) Inactive
(j) Drivers . :
(k) Special Effects and Optical Operator (Ace only)

$1.71
1.03
1.09
1.20
1.17
1.41
1.38
1.50
1.32
1.18
1.29
3.00
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MEMORANDUM OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT, entered into
this

day of December, 1968 between

New York, N. Y., hereinafter referred to as the "Employer" and the
Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians, Local 702, of the I.A.T.S.E., affiliated with the AFL-CIO, a voluntary association consisting of more than
seven members, hereinafter referred to as the "Union".
In order to more effectively apply the principle of collective bargaining, to stabilize trade and labor practices in the industry and to maintain
fair wages, hours and working conditions for members of said Union, and
in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants hereinafter set
forth, the parties hereto agree as follows:

1.

SHOP AGREEMENT:

(a) The Employer hereby recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive bargaining representative of all employees covered by this Agreement employed by the Employer with regard to wages, hours and conditions of employment of such employees.
(b) Employer agrees that each and every employee hired by him
to perform services covered by this Agreement in the classification of work
specified in annexed Schedule A shall be and remain a member in good
standing of the Union on and after the 30th day following the beginning of
his employment or the date of execution of this agreement whichever is
later. The foregoing requirement of union membership as a condition of
employment shall be subject to the obligation of the parties under the law.
(c) Within a reasonable time, but not to exceed 5 days (Saturdays,
Sundays and Holidays excluded) after receipt of written notice from the
Union that any such employee is not a member as above required, the
Employer shall discharge any such employee. The Employer shall not be in
default unless it fails to act within said time after receipt of said notice.
(d) The Employer agrees to inform the Union in writing, within 7
days (Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays excluded) from the date of employment hereafter of any employee subject to this Agreement, of such
employee's name, residence address, his date of employment and the classification of work for which he has been employed.

(e) In case of repeal or amendment of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 or in case of new legislation rendering permissible any
union security to the Union greater than that specified in this paragraph
of this Agreement, then and in such event such provisions shall automatically be deemed substituted in lieu hereof. In such event, and if permissible
under law, the Union agrees to supply adequate, competent and qualified
employees for the job requirements of the Employer in the classifications
covered by this Agreement, and if the Union fails to do so within 48 hours
the Employer may secure such employees from any source.
(f) This Agreement shall cover the employees in the respective classifications listed in Schedule A. It shall not cover employees who may be
represented by other unions under contract with the Employer and such
other employees as may be excluded under the Labor Management Rela
tions Act of 1947. Any employee excluded from the provisions of this
Agreement shall not regularly engage in the handling or processing of film
except as may be otherwise herein provided.
2.

DISCRIMINATION:

No employee shall be discriminated against or deprived of employment
or promotion, or discharged because of race, color, creed, union membership, age, sex or national origin.
3.

HOURS:

(a) A work week shall consist of forty (40) hours, eight (8) consecutive hours per day, exclusive of meal period, from Monday to Friday inclusive, unless otherwise modified in writing. The work day shall commence
not earlier than 7 a.m., except that employees who at present regularly
start their workday prior to 7 a.m., or their permanent replacements, shall
continue to do so, and in such cases, shall be paid a shift premium of 10%
for the hours worked before 7 a.m. Any employee commencing work prior
to 12 :00 Noon, shall be paid a shift premium, as provided in Section 4 ( f ) ,
for all hours (up to and including eight (8) hours) worked beyond 5:30
p.m. Any employee commencing work at or after 12:00 Noon shall be paid
the shift premium as provided in Section 4 (f) for the eight-hour work
day. Overtime shall be computed on the shift premium only in such cases
where the employee's entire work-day has been paid for at the shift
premium.
(b) Employer shall at all times maintain a uniform starting hour
during the regular work week, which, once established, shall be maintained

for a minimum of three months. The minimum may be reduced with the
written consent of the Union. Except as provided for in Section 18, any
employee required to work before his normal or regular starting time shall
be given eight (8) hours work from his normal starting time and shall
receive the overtime rate for such hours worked prior to his normal starting time, provided that said employee works a total of not less than eight
(8) hours from and after his normal starting time.
(c) A meal period shall be allowed to each employee of not less than
one-half hour, which shall commence during the fourth or fifth hours of
the work day; it being understood, however, that meal periods of more
than one-half hour which have existed heretofore shall not be reduced by
reason hereof without the consent of the Union, and that the staggering of
meal periods as heretofore practiced to maintain continuous operations of
machines, shall continue. No employee shall be required to work during his
meal period.
(d) Any hourly worker called for work during the regular work week
shall be guaranteed a minimum of eight (8) consecutive hours each day
of work or its pay equivalent, exclusive of meal period.
4.

WAGES:

(a) The wages set forth in Schedule A attached hereto shall be applicable to employees employed in the respective classifications indicated
therein. The wage rates in Column I of Schedule A shall be paid retroactive
to October 1, 1968 to all employees who have held such classifications in
the employ of the Employer since such date. The wage rates in Column II
of Schedule A shall be paid as of October 1, 1970, to all employees who hold
such classifications on said date.
(b) If any employee's classification was changed since October 1,
1968, retroactive pay shall be computed at the wage rates applicable to each
classification held by him for the period thereof. An employee hired prior
to the date of the signing of this agreement, but subsequent to October 1,
1968, shall receive retroactive pay at the wage rates applicable to each
classification held by him since the date of such employment.
(c) All new and experienced employees shall receive the wage rate
established in Schedule A for the particular type or classification of work
for which he or she may be engaged, except, however, that should the new
employee be inexperienced, then he shall receive a base rate on and after
October 1, 1968 of $2.50 per hour for the first four (4) weeks of employ-
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ment; and on and after October 1, 1970 he shall receive $2.63 per hour for
the first four (4) weeks of employment, and thereafter he shall receive the

_
I

wages set forth in Schedule A for his classification. Employees, if any, "
receiving wages over the prior base rate of their respective classifications
shall continue to receive the same amount over the base rate set forth in \
Schedule A, so long as they remain in said classifications.
„———"J

"

(d) Except as hereinafter provided, all work during the normal workweek in excess of eight (8) hours per day shall be paid for at the rate of
time-and-one-half (I 1 /.). All Saturday work, up to and including the eighth
hour, shall be paid for at the rate of time-and-one-half (l 1 /^) and thereafter
at the rate of double time. All Sunday work shall be paid for at the rate of
double time. All work performed on any of the Holidays enumerated in Section 5 of this Agreement shall be paid for at the rate of time-and-one-half.
(e) The provisions for overtime, Saturday, Sunday and Holiday work
herein contained shall apply to weekly workers only after forty (40) cumulative hours of work.

(f) The shift premium for all hours worked after 5:30 p.m., as hereinabove provided for, and for second shifts, shall be 10% in addition to
the base rate for each classification affected; shifts commencing at Midnight or later shall receive 15% in addition to the base rate for each classification affected; employees on long shifts, as presently practiced in the
industry, shall receive 15% in addition to the base rate for all hours worked
after Midnight; second shifts ending by 2:00 a.m. shall receive 10% in
addition to the base rate; should a second shift end later than 2:00 a.m.,
hours worked after 12:00 Midnight shall be paid for at 15% in addition to
the base rate.
(g) The starting time on Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays enumei
ated in Section 5 hereof shall be fixed at the discretion of Employer. Employer guarantees minimum pay for Saturdays, Sundays or Holidays, enumerated in Section 5 equivalent to eight hours straight time base pay.
(h) Notwithstanding the minimum set forth in the wage scale attached hereto, the wage paid an employee on the effective date hereof shall
not be reduced so long as said employee remains in the classification in
which he is employed at said date and such classification shall not be
changed without the written consent of the Union, except as provided for
in Section 7 of this Agreement.
(i) If the Employer does not have a regular negative developing crew,
he shall classify any employee who performs such work as a Negative Developer, unless otherwise agreed to by the Union in writing.
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(j) Wages shall be paid in cash or by check. If paid by check, proper
facilities for cashing without premium shall be provided by Employer.
(k) Employees covered by this agreement are hourly workers except
such employees who are presently employed as weekly workers.
(1) The Employer shall employ at least one Raw-Stock Splicer, unless
otherwise agreed to by the Union in writing.

5.

HOLIDAYS:

(

<'^/\

>" any of
(a) Employes shall be paid for and'' nnj hp, required ItLKOrk/on
the following Holidays, provided they report for work any day during the
work week in which such Holiday falls:
New Year's Day
Lincoln's Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Memorial Day
July 4th

Labor Day
Election Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
Employee's Birthday

(b) Should any of the foregoing Holidays fall on Saturday, employees shall be paid an extra day's pay for the week in which said Saturday
Holiday falls.
(c) Holiday pay shall be at an employee's regular rate for pay including shift premium.
(d) Any employee working three or more days in a higher classification in the work week in which one of the designated Holidays falls shall
be paid Holiday pay at the rate of the higher classification.
(e) Union agrees to use its best efforts to provide Employer with a
requested crew for work on Holidays.

I
I
I
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6.

VACATIONS:

(a) Employees shall receive the following paid vacations:
Consecutive years of employment
prior to May 1 of any year
Less than 2 years ............. , . . .......
2 years but less than 6 years ............
6 years but less than 7 years ............
7 years but less than 8 years ..... .......
8 years but less than 9 years ............
9 years but less than 10 years ............
10 years and over
.......................

Paid Vacation
prorata for period worked
2 weeks
2 weeks and one day
2 weeks and two days
2 weeks and three days
2 weeks and four days
3 weeks

(b) Vacation pay shall be at an employee's regular rate of pay including shift premium.
(c) If a better vacation plan is in existence by virtue of a preceding
contract between the Union and the Employer, the provision of said plan
shall not be affected by the terms hereof.
(d) In calculating period of employment for vacations, no deductions
shall be made for time lost due to temporary layoff or sickness up to JisJ&ty
work days in any one year. If an employee, during the year ending April
30 of any year, shall have worked 130 or more days in higher classifica
tion, such employee shall receive his vacation pay at the higher classification rate. If an employee shall have worked in a higher classification more
than 65 days, but less than 130 days, such employee shall receive half of
his vacation at the higher classification rate.
(e) Vacations, as far as is practicable, shall be granted at times
requested by employees within the respective departments, on 'a seniority
basierkVacations shall be taken between May 1 and September 30 of each
yean/ VVacations at any time other than within the regular vacation period
may be taken with the consent of the Employer and the Union. Schedule
setting forth vacation assignments for all employees shall be posted no
later than April 15.
(f) An employee entitled to receive more than two (2) weeks vaca
tion shall receive two (2) weeks of such vacation consecutively within the
vacation period, and the balance of his vacation may be granted outside
the vacation period but within the calendar year.
(g) The Union may discuss with the Employer any proposed variation of the vacation seniority rule.
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(h) In lieu of the provisions of (e) above, the Employer may, at his
option, any time before February 1 of any year, designate:
(1) One 2-week vacation period in the month of July and one
2-week vacation period in the month of August, or
(2) One 2-week vacation period in either of said months.
(i) If Employer elects to designate two 2-week vacation periods under
(h) (1) above, employees shall thereafter, on or before April 1 of said
year, select which of the two vacation periods they desire, but in no event
shall more than fifty percent of the employees in any single classification
be granted the same vacation period.
- -

( j ) Requests for vacation at times other than the periods designated
by the Employer shall be granted only upon the consent of the Union and
the p]mployer, and in no event may exceed ten percent (10%) of the employees in any classification. /
(k) Should a paid Holiday fall within a vacation week of an employee,
said employee shall be permitted, at the Employer's option, an additional
day vacation or its pay equivalent.
(1) Any employee laid off or leaving voluntarily, shall be entitled to
a prorata vacation earned to the date of the layoff, provided, in the case
of an employee leaving voluntarily, one week's written notice must be
given by such employee to the Employer prior to leaving, otherwise Employer shall not be obligated to pay such employee any prorata vacation
pay ./Prorata vacation shall not apply to discharges for cause. J
(m) Since vacations are essential for the health of the employees, no
employee shall be permitted to work through his vacation period or any
part thereof unless consented to by thei Union, except as provided in subdivision (k) of this Section.
V.
7.

WORK DISTRIBUTION AND LAYOFFS:

When work is insufficient to provide a full week's employment for all
employees of a department, layoffs may be effected in any one of the following methods:
(a) The available work shall be rotated in the first instance amongst
the qualified employees within the particular classification affected, and

I
I
I
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then, if necessary, among the qualified employees in the department, at the
wage rates of the classification of work performed so as to afford at least
three days work per week for the employees affected. Thereafter, should
such work distribution result in less than three days work per week for
such employees of said department, or should such work provide not more
than three days work per week for a period of six successive weeks, layoffs in such department may, at the option of the Employer, be effected
as hereinafter provided, under subdivisions (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5)
of (c) hereof.

«
•

(b) Upon six weeks prior written notice to the Union, the Employer,
at his option, may effect a layoff, provided that during said six-week period
he has afforded no less than four days work per week to each of the
employees in the affected classification or department wherein the layoff
is sought, and such layoff shall be made in accordance with the provisions
of subdivisions (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) hereof.

_
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(c) The Employers may effect a layoff without first complying with
(a) and (b) hereof and without prior notice to the Union, upon payment
of two weeks wages to the employees sought to be laid off, which layoff
shall be made in accordance with the provisions of subdivisions (1), (2),
(3), (4) and (5) of (c) hereof.
(1) In the event of a layoff in any department consisting of more
than one classification, if an employee in a higher classification shall
be affected by such layoff, such employee affected, having departmental
seniority shall have the option to be reverted to the next lower classification in that department in accordance with his departmental seniority or
accept severance pay and the employee finally displaced shall be laid off
In the event the employee affected was transferred from another department or classification within the plant, he shall have the option of reverting to a position in his former department or classification and retain
his accumulated seniority in such former department or classification. In
no event shall an employee be transferred to another department unless
he had previously been employed in that department.
(2) If an employee is reverted to a lower classification by reason of
layoff, he shall receive the pay of the lower classification. In the event
that such reverted or demoted employee be used for more than a majority
of his working time during any consecutive four-week period in the work
of his former higher classification, he shall then be reclassified to his
former higher classification, except that any hours of work to replace an
absent employee shall not be included in determining the accumulated
hours worked.
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(3) In the event of a layoff, the Shop Steward shall be the last one
to be laid off in the plant, provided film is being handled or processed in
the laboratory.
(4) An employee shall be entitled to demand and receive severance
pay when a. he is reduced in classification and receives the pay of such
lower classification for any period of time, or b. when he is laid off for
more than two days in any one week. Demand may be made by such
affected employee for severance pay under a. or b. at any time during
which such conditions exist, except in the case of a permanent layoff, in
which case the provisions of Section 11 shall apply.
(5) Upon receipt of said severance pay the employee's tenure in the
plant shall be terminated. However, if such layoff results from an Act of
God, fire or shortage of essential materials created by an Act of God, fire
or strikes causing the closing of the plant, then only if an employee be
laid off for more than five days shall be entitled to demand severance pay
during the period of layoff.

8. PERMANENT PLANT SHUTDOWN:

Where all plant operations are permanently discontinued by the Employer for any reason, the provisions of Sections 7 and 11 of this Agreement shall apply.

9.

OVERTIME:

(a) All overtime work shall be equitably rotated among the employees within each classification of work. A working foreman shall not be
discriminated against or receive any preference in the allocation of overtime work. A working foreman may engage in overtime work out of rotation if an employee called for such overtime has absented himself. In the
event, however, that said working foreman is called out of rotation and
all employees performing the type of work for which overtime is required
are not afforded overtime, his duties shall be confined to supervision only.
A working foreman shall be permitted to work overtime out of rotation
on such work as he only, to the exclusion of other employees in the department, regularly performs.
(b) A current overtime chart shall be posted in each department at
all times.

I
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10. DISCHARGES:
(a) New inexperienced employees may be discharged without cause
on or before the expiration of the first four weeks of employment, and any
other new employees on or before the expiration of the first two weeks
of employment.
(b) After four or two weeks, as aforesaid as the case may be, all discharges shall be for just cause only. Employer shall give the Union twentyfour hours prior notice of its election to discharge for cause, and during
such twenty-four hour period Employer may suspend the employee affected. Upon failure of the Union to concur in the just cause, the matter
shall be treated as a dispute, as provided in Section 15.
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(c) New experienced employees shall receive work for a minimum
of three (3) consecutive work days, beginning with the first day hired.
New inexperienced employees shall receive a minimum of one (1) day's
work or its pay equivalent.

tm
•

(d) An employee may be discharged for cause if he works for another
Employer in competition with the Employer.

•

11.

SEVERANCE PAY:

*

(a) In the event of layoff, the permanent discontinuance of all plant
operations by the Employer for any reason, permanent disability, retirement (at minimum age 62), or death of an employee, there shall be paid
the following severance pay:
Where the employee has worked:
1 year but less than 2 years
2 years but less than 4 years
4 years but less than 6 years
6 years but less than 8 years
8 years but less than 10 years
10 years but less than 12 years
12 years but less than 15 years
15 years but less than 17 years
17 years but less than 19 years
19 years but less than 21 years
21 years but less than 23 years
23 years but less than 25 years
25 years and over

•
m
m

Severance Pay:
1 Week
2 Weeks
3 Weeks
4 Weeks
5 Weeks
6 Weeks
7 Weeks
8 Weeks
9 Weeks
10 Weeks
11 Weeks
12 Weeks
13 Weeks

•
|
_
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(b) In the event of death, severance pay shall be payable to the legal
representative of the deceased employee.

12.

WEEKLY AND HOURLY EMPLOYEES:

(a) Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to have modified the
rights and privileges presently enjoyed by weekly employees. Employer
shall not change the status of any employee from weekly to hourly or from
hourly to weekly without the Union's consent.
(b) Weekly employees shall be permitted to do the work of hourly
employees in the same department, providing the performance of such
work by the weekly employee does not displace hourly employees. Weekly
employees shall be permitted to do the work of hourly employees in other
departments only in the event of absence, upon notification to the Union.
Any other use of weekly employees to do the work of hourly employees
shall require the consent of the Union.

13.

TEMPORARY TRANSFERS:

(a) Temporary transfers shall be made from lower classifications so
far as practicable, provided that such transfers shall not deprive another
employee of actual employment or result in an employee performing two
separately classified operations simultaneously.
(b) Temporary transfer of an employee from a higher classification
to a lower classification shall not result in any reduction in pay, and any
employee temporarily required to fill the place of a higher classification
shall be paid the rate for said higher classification on a daily basis.
(c) Holiday pay and vacation pay for temporary transferees are covered under Sections 5 and 6.
(d) If a classification of work has been manned by an employee or
employees from a lower classification for three days or more per week
for a period of thirteen consecutive weeks, the Employer agrees to make
a promotion to the higher classification in accordance with Section 14,
except in cases of temporary transfers made for the replacement for an
employee absent for any reason, or in emergencies.
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14.

PROMOTION:

(a) Promotions to higher classifications shall be based on qualifications and the rule of seniority. Employer shall confer with the Union in
the first instance concerning any promotion to be made and in the event
that the parties shall fail to agree within 72 hours after notice to the Union
of the Employer's intention to make such promotion, the matter of said
promotion shall be deemed in dispute, and pending the determination of
the arbitrator, Employer may make an interim promotion of a person other
than that proposed by the Union or Employer.
(b) Experience obtained as a result of temporary transfer shall not
be deemed qualification hereunder as against an employee with greater
seniority.
(c) If a promotion to a higher classification requires a training
period, then for the first four (4) weeks of work in said higher classification, the employee shall retain the rate of pay formerly received by him in
the lower classification. After said training period, said employee shall
receive the base rate provided in this Agreement for the higher classification to which he has been promoted. An employee promoted to a higher
classification requiring no technical training shall immediately receive tho
rate of wages of said higher classification.
(d) In the event that Employer finds a promoted employee incapable
of performing the work assigned to him in the higher classification, Employer shall revert said employee to his former position. The inability of a
promoted employee to do the work of a higher classification shall not be
cause for discharge. Employer will give notice of the reversion of an employee to his former position, but such reversion shall not require the consent of the Union. The trail afforded to a promoted employee shall be fair
and reasonable.

15.

ADJUSTMENT OF DISPUTES:

I
I
I
I
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(a) Any dispute arising under this contract shall, in the first instance,
be discussed for adjustment by the Employer and the Union.

•
•

(b) Should the employer and the Union be unable to resolve the dispute within five working days after written notice of said dispute has been
served, either party may refer the matter to Eric J. Schmertz, Esq., as
permanent arbitrator. In any event, the request for arbitration to the arbi

I
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trator must be made within thirty (30) days after the giving or receipt
of written notice of such dispute, otherwise the right to arbitrate is
waived. The permanent arbitrator shall render his decision within ten (10)
days of the final hearing of the dispute.
(c) If the permanent arbitrator selected shall for any reason be unable or unwilling to act as an arbitrator hereunder when so requested,
either party may request the appointment of an arbitrator by the New
York State Board of Mediation from its panel list of arbitrators. If the
parties to the dispute are unable to mutually select an arbitrator from not
more than two panels of arbitrators submitted by the aforesaid agency,
the Director of said agency shall select said arbitrator. Should said arbitrator fail for any reason to render his decision within thirty (30) days of
the date of final hearing of the dispute, he shall be discharged at the request of either party and a new arbitrator requested in accordance with the
provisions hereof. Should the permanent arbitrator resign or become unable or unwilling to act for the then remaining period of the Agreement,
the Employers and the Union shall meet and attempt to agree on a new
permanent arbitrator; failing in such agreement, arbitrators as required
shall be obtained from the New York State Board of Mediation as above
provided.
(d) Either party may follow the procedure set forth in paragraph
(b) above, or may refer said dispute to the permanent arbitrator by telegram or registered or certified mail, R.R.R., with notice to the other party,
requesting an immediate arbitration, in which case the permanent arbitrator shall hold a hearing within 24 hours and issue his award within
three hours after the conclusion of the hearing unless the charging party
consents to extend either or both of the time limitations or the arbitrator
determines that the protection of the charging party's contractual rights
does not require adherence to the three hour limitation but in no event
shall he fail to render his award within 24 hours.
(e) The decision of the arbitrator shall in all respects be final and
binding upon the parties thereto.
(f) The expenses of the arbitrator shall be paid by the losing party.
(g) If any dispute involving a discharge, a finding by the arbitrator
that the discharge was without cause shall be retroactive to the date of
wrongful discharge.
(h) Pending the final determination of any dispute, there shall be no
strike or lockout, nor shall there be any change of working conditions or
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methods of operation as they existed prior to the dispute except as they
may be otherwise permitted by this Agreement.

16.

SUPERVISORY EMPLOYEES:

(a) Supervisory employees, who are not classified as Working Foremen or Sub-Foremen, shall not engage in production or perform the work
of another employee except insofar as such work may be incidental to
their duties.
(b) Union agrees that no disciplinary action shall be taken against
Working or Non-Working Foremen or Non-Working Sub-Foremen for
any act or action relating to the performance of their duties relative to
plant operations on behalf of Employer.
(c) The union agrees that on any matter pertaining to Working Foremen, Non-Working Foremen and Non-Working Sub-Foremen said matter
shall be taken up with the Employer in the first instance.
(d) Employer agrees not to increase the number of Working Foremen or Sub-Foremen without the consent of the Union.
(e) Working Foremen and Sub-Foremen shall receive no less than
10% above the highest base rate in their respective departments or such
higher differential as has heretofore been established by prior agreements
between the Employer and the Union. Any such foreman receiving wages
above said fixed percentage of differential shall continue to receive the
same dollar amount over his new base rate.

17.

MACHINE OPERATION:

(a) The wages and conditions specified in this agreement shall apply
to the machines presently in operation in any laboratory with which the
Union has a collective bargaining agreement.
(b) The parties agree that present methods of operation within the
laboratories shall continue without change, except that the Employer may,
if it so elects, change its operations from a single to a dual operation of
machines, so that one operator may operate two machines, provided such
dual operation is presently or may hereafter be in existence in a laboratory
operating under a collective agreement with the Union. In the event of any
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such change the Employer will pay the base rate applicable to such dual
operation.
(c) Employer shall be permitted to install and operate new, unusual
and reconstructed equipment, and accelerate the speed of existing equipment after negotiating wages and conditions with respect thereto with the
Union. In the event that Employer and the Union shall fail to agree within
72 hours after Employer shall request such negotiations as aforesaid, then
the matter shall be deemed in dispute and referred to arbitration, as provided in Section 15. Pending the decision of the arbitrator, Employer
shall have the right to operate such new, unusual, reconstructed or accelerated equipment and the decision of the arbitrator shall be retroactive
to the date of such operation. However, if such new, unusual, reconstructed
or accelerated machinery or equipment is the same as presently or may
hereafter be operated in any other laboratory with which the Union has a
collective bargaining agreement then the Employer shall have the right,
upon notification to the Union and upon the mutual agreement that said
machinery or equipment is the same, to operate such equipment in the
same manner as the other laboratory upon payment of the base rate of
wages applicable to the machine or equipment operated in such other
laboratory. In the event that the Employer and the Union shall fail to
agree within 72 hours that said new machinery or equipment is the same,
then the matter shall be deemed in dispute and referred to arbitration, as
provided in Section 15. Pending the decision of the arbitrator, Employer
shall have the right to operate said new machinery or equipment, and the
decision of the arbitrator shall be retroactive to the date of such operation.
(d) As to new, unusual, reconstructed or accelerated machinery or
equipment or dual operation of machines introduced in a laboratory after
October 1, 1965, the Employer will notify the Union in writing. The procedures of (b) and (c) above shall then apply. Such operation of the new,
unusual, reconstructed or accelerated machinery or equipment or dual operation of machines introduced after October 1, 1965 may not be used as a
precedent by any other Employer unless such operation has been agreed
upon between the first Employer and the Union, or has been decided by an
arbitrator, or the continued operation of such equipment has been permitted by the Union without protest after written notification has been
given.
(e) All written notices required under this Section shall be given by
Telegram, Registered Mail, or Certified Mail.
(f) There shall be one inspector employed for each projection ma-
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chine operated having not more than one strand of film in operation at
one time.

18.

NEWSREEL MAKEUP:

The present night crew engaged in Negative Developing, Positive
Developing, Make-up News Timers and Make-up News Printers at De
Luxe will operate on the basis of a six-hour minimum daily call and a
40 hour cumulative guarantee on a five-day basis at straight time.

•
8

19.

m

REINSTATEMENT AFTER ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS:

(a) An employee who meets with an accident or becomes ill, shall,
within a reasonable time thereafter, be permitted to resume his work if
and when such employee is in physical condition to so resume, and his
ability to do so shall be determined by a certificate of a duly licensed
physician.

_

B
8

(b) If the employee's absence exceeds four weeks he shall give one
week's written notice to the Employer of his intention to resume work,
and he shall report ready for work within one week of the date certified
by his said physician; and his replacement may be then returned to his
former job.

J

(c) In the event that an employee cannot resume his former duties
because of injuries sustained or illness, he shall be placed on a job suitable
to his condition at that time and agreed to by Employer and the Union.

•
8

_
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20.

BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE:

Employer agrees that the Business Representative of the Union, or in
his absence, another officer so authorized, shall have access to the laboratory plant in connection with a dispute, for the purpose of inspecting the
plant operation and investigating the facts. The Union agrees that said
representative before entering the plant shall give notice of his desire of
so doing to the Employer, and shall request that a representative of the
Employer accompany him through the plant; in the event the Employer, or
his representative shall fail or refuse to so accompany him, the Business
Representative may proceed through the plant for the purposes aforesaid.

_
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21.

SHOP STEWARD:

Shop Steward shall have the right to discuss with Employer during
working hours any matters pertaining to plant operation.
22.

BULLETIN SPACE:

Employer agrees to furnish suitable bulletin space solely for the use
of the Union for official Union communications.
23.

PROHIBITION OF OTHER CONTRACTS:

The Employer shall not during the life of this Agreement, either
directly or indirectly, enter into any contract of whatsoever kind, nature
or description, affecting the employees covered by this Agreement, with
any association or corporation claiming to be a labor union other than
Local 702, I.A.T.S.E.
24.

MILITARY SERVICE:

The Selective Service Act of 1967, as amended, shall in all cases control the placing of returning servicemen; it being understood, however,
that in the event said Act should be repealed, any employee returning
thereafter shall be entitled to the same job rights as provided for under
said Act.
25.

UNION REQUIREMENTS:

No employee shall be required to perform any act or work violative
of the Constitution or By-Laws of this Union. The Union hereby represents that the provisions of this Agrement are not violative of said Constitution or By-Laws.
26.

NO SUB-CONTRACTING DURING LAWFUL STRIKE:

Employer agrees not to take over or perform as sub-contractor or
otherwise do any work for any laboratory, the employees of which laboratory are lawfully on strike, during the pendency of such strike.
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27.

UNION LABEL:

The Union label or a suitable identification may be placed in or on all
film cans containing film processed or made under this Agreement, at the
Union's sole cost.
28.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR UNION OFFICIALS:

Any employee who is a member of the Union who shall be elected or
appointed to any office or position within the Local Union which requires
absence from the service of the Employer for that period shall receive such
leave of absence until the expiration of his term of office or position of
responsibility. His seniority shall not be affected by such leave of absence.
Employees entitled to absences for Union business shall give reasonable advance notice thereof to the employer.
29.

WELFARE FUNDS:

(a) Commencing with the first payroll following October 1, 1968
the Employer shall pay to MOTION PICTURE LABORATORY TECHNICIANS LOCAL 702 WELFARE FUND a sum of $.105 per hour for
each employee covered by this Agreement, up to forty (40) hours per week,
and a sum of $.175 per hour for alI\Kours worke^Jn excess of forty (40)
hours per week, and said payments shall continue monthly thereafter during the term of this Agreement by the 10th day of each succeeding month,
based on the previous four or five week payroll, as the case may be.
(b) The monies so paid to said Welfare Fund shall be used by the Trustees hereinafter referred to for the sole purpose of providing Group Term
Life and/or Health and Hospitalization and/or Accident Insurance for the
sole and exclusive benefit of the employees covered by this Agreement, and
their families, together with the employees of other Employers making
similar payments and their families, and life insurance for persons who
have been retired under the Pension Plan provided in Section 30 hereof,
or persons who have been retired under the Twentieth Century-Fox Pension Plan and were under the jurisdiction of the Union at the time of such
retirement, and for the expense or administration thereof.
(c) The forms and type of insurance as may be selected by the Trustees shall be submitted to the Union for its preference. Such insurance
shall be placed only with insurance company or companies authorized to
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do business in the State of New York. All dividends and/or refunds together with any accumulated surpluses shall be, subject to proper re^
serves, employed for the purchase of additional insurance benefits for the
ensuing year or years.
:
.
':
(d) The Trustees of the Welfare Fund shall be six, three to be designated by the Employers under collective agreement with the Union, and
three to be designated by the Union. Said Trustees shall enjoy the powers
and accept the responsibilities as set forth in a Declaration of Trust dated
Oct. 8, 1953, as amended.
(e) Payments due to the Welfare Fund by the Employer shall be
made, and reports of the employees covered, on forms furnished by the
Welfare Fund. Failure on the part of the Employer to make payments and
file the reports as hereinbefore provided for the preceding four or five
week period, as the case may be, after three days written notice from the
Trustees, shall be deemed a breach of this Agreement. The Employer shall
not be liable in any respect because of the neglect, failure or refusal of
any other Employer to make payments to the Welfare Fund, or to file
reports required under the provisions of any agreement between said other
Employer and the Union.
(f) The Union and the Welfare Fund shall be deemed Employers hereunder as to their paid employees.
(g) Payments provided for herein and the accompanying reports shall
be sent to Local 702 Welfare Fund, 165 West 46th Street, New York,
N. Y. 10036.
(h) The Trustees of the Welfare Fund shall set up rules and conditions of eligibility for coverage.
(i) While the Trustees may compel payment of the contributions
herein provided in any manner in which they may deem proper, such right
on the part of the Trustees shall be without limitation upon the Union's
rights and privileges in this connection.
(j) Should it become necessary at any time in order to insure proper
tax exemption for Welfare contributions, the Trustees are empowered and
directed to make any and all applications and to take any action necessary
to insure such proper tax exemption.
(k) On or after the effective date of the benefits to be provided by the

I
I
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Welfare Plan, the Employer may at its option discontinue or modify any
present group insurance benefits, irrespective of amount, provided for its
employees which are similar to or a duplication of Welfare Plan benefits,
excepting those required by law.
30.

I
*
I

PENSION FUND:

I

(a) Commencing with the first payroll following October 1, 1968,
the Employer shall pay to Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Local
702 Pension Fund a sum of $.17 per hour for each employee covered by
this Agreement, up to forty (40) [hours 'worked) per week, and such payments shall continue monthly thereafter until October 1, 1970 when such
payments shall be increased to $.215 per hour for each such covered
employee up to forty (40 hours worked per week) and shall continue
monthly thereafter during the balance of the term of this Agreement by
the 10th day of each succeeding month, based upon the previous four or
five week payroll, as the case may be.

•
1
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(b) The monies so paid to said Pension Fund shall be used by the
Trustees hereinafter referred to for the purchase and/or providing of
pension or retirement benefits for said employees, as determined by the
Trustees of said Fund.

•
I

(c) This Union and the Pension Fund shall be deemed Employers
hereunder as to their paid employees.

™

(d) The Pension Fund shall be held and managed under the terms
and provisions of an Agreement and Declaration of Trust dated Oct. 3,
1955 and all amendments made thereto from time to time. Said Agreement and Declaration of Trust, and all amendments made thereto are
incorporated herein and made part of this Agreement.

|
•
I

(e) The Pension Fund shall be administered by a Board of six (6)
Trustees, three (3) of whom shall be Employer Trustees and three (3) of
whom shall be Union Trustees.

I

(f) Payments due to the Pension Fund by the Employer shall be
made and reports of the employees covered on forms furnished by the Pension Fund. Failure on the part of the Employer to make payments and
reports as hereinbefore provided, after three (3) days written notice from
the Trustees, shall be deemed a breach of this Agreement. The Employer
shall not be liable in any respect because of the neglect, failure or refusal

I
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of any other Employer to make payments to the Local 702 Pension Fund
or to file reports required under the provisions of any agreement between
said other Employer and the Union. Payments provided for herein, and
the accompanying reports shall be sent to Local 702 Pension Fund at 165
West 46th Street, New York, N. Y. 10036.
(g) The Trustees are empowered and directed to make any and all
applications and to take any action necessary to insure proper tax exemptions of payments made by the Employer to the Pension Fund and of the
Pension Fund income.
(h) The Trustees of the Fund are authorized to amend the Pension
Plan to provide for a vesting of Pension credits for participants who drop
out of the Industry for any reason, provided that current benefits will not
be reduced thereby.
31.

I.A.T.S.E.:

As the Union is a member of the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees and Moving Picture Machine Operators of the United
States and Canada, nothing in this Agreement shall ever be construed to
interfere with any obligation of the Union to such International Alliance
by reason of a prior obligation. The Union represents that nothing contained in this Agreement is violative of its present obligation to said International Alliance.

32.

PARTIAL INVALIDITY:

In the event that any provision of this Agreement shall be declared
invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such determination shall not
affect the remaining provisions hereof, which shall continue in full force
and effect.

33.

CHECK-OFF OF UNION DUES:

Upon receipt of check-off authorization cards executed by the employees covered by this Agreement in a form conforming to the requirements of law, the Employer shall deduct from the wages of such employees
the current dues as follows: $5.00 per month from the third payroll of
each month. Such amounts shall be remitted to the Union no later than
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the tenth day of the month following said deductions, and until such remittance shall constitute trust funds.

34.

SICK LEAVE:

Employees shall be entitled to five (5) days sick leave with pay in
each calendar year subject to the following conditions:
(a) New inexperienced employees shall not be entitled to sick leave
for the first six (6) months of employment. After six months of employment sick leave shall be prorated back to the date of employment at the
rate of one day for each 2.4 months.

•
|

(b) New experienced employees shall be entitled to sick leave for the
remainder of the calendar year prorated at the rate of one day for each
2.4 months.

I
I

(c) Sick leave shall be paid for at eight (8) hours per day at an employee's regular rate of pay including shift premium.

•

(d) Illness or accident for which sick pay is claimed must be bona
fide and shall not be used to disrupt operations.
(e) Except on one sucn day during the terms of this Agreement,
neither the work day before nor the work day after a Holiday or vacation
may be taken as paid sick leave.
(f) Fractions of a day shall not be taken as paid sick leave.
(g) If sick leave is not taken, employees shall receive unused sick
leave pay within thirty (30) days after the end of the calendar year.
(h) Employees laid off or resigning during any calendar year who
have not taken at least their sick leave, prorated to the date of termination, (to be computed at one day for each 2.4 months of employment) at
the time of such lay-off or resignation, shall be paid sick leave pay prorated to the date of termination. No employee shall be required to reimburse or otherwise be charged for any sick leave taken prior to the date
of his layoff or discharge.
35.

LETTER AGREEMENTS:

L
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It is understood that DeLuxe Laboratory is simultaneously with the

I

I

I
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execution of a counterpart to this Agreement receiving letters permitting
variations on their part of certain provisions of this Agreement arid that
the Employer herein has knowledge and notice thereof. Any right or privilege granted to the aforesaid laboratory by virtue of said letter agreements shall at no time be available to any other Employer nor shall any
other Employer at any time attempt directly or indirectly to make reference thereto in any arbitration proceeding arising hereunder.
36.

JOINT STUDY COMMITTEE:

A Committee of Union and Employer representatives shall meet from
time to time and shall be confined to studying and making recommendations to their respective bodies concerning improvements in laboratory
operations and conditions on an industry-wide basis only. The Committee
shall not consider any matters covered by Section 15. The permanent
arbitrator shall have no authority to enforce or interpret this section.
The Union representatives shall be Cosmo Vitello, Domenick Salvatore,
Charles Nastasi, Charles Voepel, Louis Silverstein and William Vermont.
The Union acknowledges that the employers have had no say in the selection of its representatives. Within 30 days after execution of this agreement the employers shall notify the Union of their representatives.
37.

EFFECTIVE DATE AND DURATION:

(a) This Agreement shall be effective as of October 1, 1968 and shall
continue in full force and effect until October 1, 1971.
(b) Negotiations for a new Agreement shall commence sixty (60)
days before the expiration date of this Agreement upon notification to the
Employer by the Union.

I
I
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto signed
this Agreement by their respective officers and representatives duly authorized thereto this
day of December, 1968.

(Employer)

By:

...........................................

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORY TECHNICIANS
LOCAL 702, I.A.T.S.E.

I
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President and Chairman of Union Negotiations Committee.

I
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I

I

I

Approved:
International Representative
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SCHEDULE A
Classifications of Work and Rates
PRINTING DEPARTMENT
I

2
$ 3.50
Machines, one strand:
Automatic, picture or sound
Double header automatic, picture and/or sound
16mm reduction, picture or sound
16mm contact, picture and/or sound
Superimposed picture and title only
NOTE: Any above machinery may be run with loops
(f) 32mm
(g) Hand dial
(h) Pathe 16mm contact

II

GROUP
Single
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

3.68

GROUP
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

3.80

3
3.62
Superimposed picture, sound and title
Reduction — 2 strands, 2 machines
Duplex Ace
Sound, 2 strands.
Ace Accumulator
Ace Sound
Any 2 machines in GROUP 2 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e)one operator
(h) Debrie, Superimposed

GROUP
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)

4
Panchromatic dupes
Reprints and replacements
Bell & Howell Quad, 2 operators
4 in 1 head 35 mm printer—Pathe
Debries — 2 machines
Triple Sound
Four-in-one head 16mm printer
Paramount News Quads
Research Printer
Twin printer (Ace)
C.S.P.-2 machines
C.P.-regular

3.73

3.92
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GROUP
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

II

5
4.01 4.21
16mm Octet, one operator
Kodachrome — one or two machines — one operator
Color Printer — one or two machines — one operator
C.P. Feature printer
C.P. Elevator printer
Color Reprints and Color Replacements
4.12 4.33
POSITIVE DEVELOPING DEPARTMENT

_
•
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•
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DRY END

I

Type 1-One Strand-Normal
Type 2-One Strand-Fast
Type 3-Two Strand-Normal
Type 4-Two Strand-Fast
Type 5-Color-Normal
Striper

3.56 3.74
3.67 3.85
3.67 3.85
3.86 4.05
4.13 4.34
4.13 4.34

WET END (Pre-determined control)
Type 1-One Strand-Normal
Type 2-One Strand-Fast
Type 3-Two Strand-Normal
Type 4-Two Strand-Fast
Type 5-Color-Normal
Striper

3.67 3.85
3.80 3.99
3.80 3.99
4.01 4.21
4.34 4.56
4.34 4.56

WET END—Positive Eye developing used only in such laboratories as the operator personally varies the speed of the
machine according to his own judgment, in order to produce satisfactory results. Does not govern in cases where
operator varies the speed of the machine under instructions from any other source.
Type 1-One Strand-Normal
Type 2-One Strand-Fast
Type 3-Two Strand-Normal
Type 4-Two Strand-Fast

I
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3.88
4.03
4.03
4.29

4.07
4.23
4.23
4.50

Speeds of Black and White Positive Developing Machines:
Speeds to 150 feet per minute shall be deemed normal;
Speeds between 151 feet and 180 feet per minute shall be deemed fast;
Speeds between 181 feet and 250 feet per minute shall be paid for at a rate
of 10% above the fast rate;
Speeds between 251 feet and 300 feet per minute shall be paid for at a rate
of 15% above the fast rate.

I
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Speeds of Color Positive Developing Machines:

Speeds to 180 feet per minute shall be deemed normal;
Speeds between 181 feet and 215 feet per minute shall be paid for at a rate
of 5% above the normal rate;
Speeds between 216 feet and 250 feet per minute shall be paid for at a rate
of 10% above the normal rate;
Speeds between 251 feet and 300 feet per minute shall be paid for at a rate
of 15% above the normal rate.
NEGATIVE DEVELOPING DEPARTMENT
DRY END
Type 1-One Strand
Type 2-Two Strand
Type 3-Color
WET END
Type 1-One Strand
Type 2-Two Strand
Type 3-Color
Rack and Tank Developers
Rack and Tank Washer, Rewinders and Dry Room
Examiners-Relief Men, B&W-l Strand
B&W-2 Strand
Color
NOTE: Color Negative Developing:
3 Man Crew: One Strand
5 Man Crew: Two Strand

I

U

3.91 4.11
4.13 4.34
4.27 4.48
4.34
4.58
4.48
4.41
3.91
4.04
4.26
4.39

4.56
4.81
4.70
4.63
4.11
4.24
4.47
4.61

NEGATIVE WORKERS DEPARTMENT

(a) Negative joiners exclusively
(b) All general negative workers, including but not limited
to superimposed work, reprints, replacements, preparation of negative including the selection of scenes
for printing, finishing and numbering
(c) Kodachrome
(d) Lacquering
(e) Negative cutting and matching, on a weekly basis where
now existing, otherwise on a daily basis

3.28 3.44

3.43 3.60
3.46 3.63
3.61 3.79
4.34 4.56

INSPECTION BY PROJECTION DEPARTMENT

(a) Inspector, Picture and/or Sound:
1. Normal speed
2. Fast
(b) Inspector—Arc Lamp

3.66 3.84
3.72 3.91
3.88 4.07

I
I

I
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NEGATIVE CLEANERS DEPARTMENT

I
(a) Hand or machine cleaning, without restriction as to the
nature of the work or the equipment
3.34

H
3.51

POSITIVE JOINING DEPARTMENT

(a) Splicing, Rewinding, Print Assembly workers, Slitters
and Change-over workers
2.78 2.92
(b) Reprint follower and checker, Examiners, Conformers,
Center Liners
2.90 3.05
(c) Reprint orderers and inserters, Foreign Titles
2.99 3.14
RAW STOCK SPLICERS DEPARTMENT

(a) Splicers
2.84 2.98
(b) Splicers for Quad and Octet Printers or continuous Printers, when same requires special operation beyond
normal splicing
2.95 3.10
(c) Splicers-Color
3.08 3.23
CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT

(a) Mixers
(b) Mixers-Color
(c) Silver Recovery workers

3.34 3.51
3.47 3.64
3.56 3.74

TITLE DEPARTMENT

(a) Title Camera Clerk-new
(b) Title Camera Clerk
(c) Title Cameraman
(1) All titles
(2) Stop motion and automatic conforming
(3) Dissolves
(4) Fades
(d) Title Cameraman
(1) Composite Dupe in camera
(2) Animation
(3) Slide camera work

I
•
|

2.78 2.92
3.04 3.19
4.09 4.29

•
|
_
•
*

4.48 4.70
I
•

TIMING DEPARTMENT

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Card Writers
Timers Clerks
Junior Timers
Timer
Chief Timer

2.92 3.07
3.11 3.27
4.34 4.56
5.55 5.83
6.81 7.15

I
I
l
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NOTE: Junior Timer works on two-year training
period with automatic increases at six
month intervals, based on l/4th the differential between Junior Timer and Timer.
-

CHECKERS DEPARTMENT

(a) Checker—all departments except Developing
(b) Checker—Developing Department

I

II

2.87
2.96

3.01
3.11

2.84
3.24
3.62
4.13

2.98
3.40
3.80
4.34

CONTROL DEPARTMENT

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Strip Readers
General Control
Assistant to Sensitometric Sound Control
Sensitometric Sound Control
SHIPPING DEPARTMENT

(a) Packers
276 2.90
(b) Shipper, checker and packer
2.96 3.11
(c) Shipper—limited to one man in department who controls
the shipping, distribution, scheduling, etc., of all
shipments
3.49 3.66
(d) Head Shipper
4.20 4.41
NOTE: A further increase of 5% will be paid to all
employees in (b) above who specifically
check and pack shipments intended for export to all countries except Canada.
RAW STOCK DEPARTMENT

(a) Raw Stock Handlers
(b) Raw Stock Clerks-Printing Dept
(c) Head Raw Stock Receiver

2.81 2.95
2.96 3.11
3.28 3.44

RECEIVING DEPARTMENT

(a) Receiver—limited to one man in department

3.49

3.66

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

(a) Electricians
(b) Chief Electrician

4.17 4.38
4.47 4.69
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MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT
I

II

(a) Apprentice machinists
2.84 2.98
(b) Maintenance mechanics, general machinists, and all types
of maintenance mechanics on air conditioning equipment
3.83 4.02
(c) Precision machinists
4.17 4.38
NOTE: Apprentice machinists to receive the differential between the starting rate and machinist's base rate over a period of four years
on the basis of semi-annual automatic increases. There shall be one apprentice for
up to every ten machinists.
BUILDING MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Elevator operators
Porter-custodian
Fireman
Porters—any type of porter work
Building maintenance .mechanic

2.81
2.92
3.01
2.81
3.83

*
2.95
3.07
3.16
2.95
4.02

3.88
2.50
2.76
2.95
2.90
3.34
3.28
3.49

4.07
2.63
2.90
3.10
3.05
3J>1__3.44
3.66

MISCELLANEOUS

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Spotters
Can Carriers-new
Can Carriers
Positive Processors
Waxers
Control Strip Cutters
Filter Operators
Printing Pressman
Negative Vault Men
(1) Active
(2) Inactive
(j) Drivers
(k) Expediters

3.17 3.33
2.92 3.07
3.11 3.27
3.12 3.28
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MEMORANDUM OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT, entered into
this first day of April, 1999 between
Du Art Film Laboratories, Inc.

Technicolor East Coast, Inc.

245 West 55th Street

321 West 44th Street

New York, NY 10019

New York, NY 10036

New York, N.Y., hereinafter referred to as the "Employer" and the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians,
Local 702, of the I.A.T.S.E., affiliated with the AFL-CIO, a voluntary association consisting of more than
seven members, hereinafter referred to as the "Union".
In order to more effectively apply the principle of collective bargaining, to stabilize trade and labor practices
in the industry and to maintain fair wages, hours and working conditions for members of said Union, and in
consideration of the mutual promises and covenants hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto agree as
follows, retroactive to April 1, 1999 except as otherwise provided:
ARTICLE 1. SHOP AGREEMENT:
(a) The Employer hereby recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive bargaining representative
of all employees covered by this Agreement employed by the Employer with regard to wages, hours and
conditions of employment of such employees.
(b) Employer agrees thai each and every employee hired by him to perform services covered by this
Agreement in the classification of work specified in annexed Schedule A shall be and remain a member in
good standing of the Union on and after the 30th day following the beginning of his employment or the date
of execution of this agreement whichever is later. The foregoing requirement of union membership as a
condition of employment shall be subject to the obligation of the parties under the law.
(c) Within a reasonable time, but not to exceed 5 days (Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays excluded)
after receipt of written notice from the Union that any such employee is not a member as above required, the
Employer shall discharge any such employee. The Employer shall not be in default unless it fails to act
within said time after receipt of said notice.
(d) The Employer agrees to inform the Union in writing within 7 days (Saturdays, Sundays and
Holidays excluded) from the dale of employment hereafter of any employee subject to this Agreement, of
such employee's name, residence address, his date of employment and the classification of work for which
he has been employed
(e) In case of repeal or amendment of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 or in case of
new legislation rendering permissible any union security to the Union greater than that specified in this
paragraph of the Agreement, then and in such event such provisions shall automatically be deemed
substituted in lieu hereof. In such event, and if permissible under law, the Union agrees to supply adequate,
competent and qualified employees for the job requirements of the Employer in the classifications covered
by this Agreement, and if the Union fails to do so within 48 hours, the Employer may secure such employees
from any source.
(f) This Agreement shall cover the employees in the respective classifications listed in Schedule A. It
shall not cover employees who may be represented by other unions under contract with the Employer and
such other employees as may be excluded under the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947. Any
employee excluded from the provisions of this Agreement shall not regularly engage in the handling or
processing of film except as may be other wise herein provided.

ARTICLE 2 DISCRIMINATION:
No employee shall be discriminated against or deprived of employment or promotion, or discharged because
of race, color, creed, union membership, age, sex or national origin.

ARTICLES HOURS:
(a) A work week shall consist of forty (40) hours, eight (8) consecutive hours per day, exclusive of
meal period, from Monday to Friday inclusive, unless otherwise modified in writing. The work day shall
commence not earlier than 7:00 am, except that employees who at present regularly start their workday prior
to 7 00 am, or their permanent replacements, shall continue to do so, and in such cases, shall be paid a shift
premium of 10% for the hours worked before 7:00 am Any employee commencing work prior to 12:00
Noon, shall be paid a shift premium, as provided in Section 4 (f) for all hours (up to and including eight (8)
hours) worked beyond 5:30 pm Any employee commencing work at or after 12:00 Noon shall be paid the
shift premium as provided in Section 4 (g) for the eight-hour work day. Overtime shall be computed on the
shift premium only in such cases where the employee's entire work-day has been paid for at the shift
premium
(b) Employer shall at all times maintain a uniform starting hour during the regular work week, which,
once established, shall be maintained for a minimum of thirty (30) days. The minimum may be reduced with
the written consent of the Union Except as provided for in Section 18, any employee required to work before
his normal or regular starting time shall be given eight (8) hours work from his normal starting time and shall
receive the overtime rate for such hours worked prior to his normal starting time, provided that said
employee works a total of not less than eight (8) hours from and after his normal starting time.
(c) A meal period shall be allowed to each employee of not less than one-half hour, which shall
commence during the fourth and fifth hours of the work day; it being understood, however, that meal period
of more than one-half hour which have existed heretofore shall not be reduced by reason hereof without the
consent of the Union and that the staggering of meal periods as heretofore practiced to maintain continuous
operations of machines, shall continue. No employee shall be required to work during his meal period.
(d) Any hourly worker called for work during the regular work week shall be guaranteed a minimum of
eight (8) consecutive hours each day of work or its pay equivalent, exclusive of meal period.
ARTICLE 4 WAGES:
(a) The following wage increases for the employees covered by this agreement have been
incorporated into each Schedule A classification hereto:
Retroactive to April 1, 1999
Effective April 1, 2000
Effective April 1, 2001

3.0%
3.0%
3.25%

Included in the above wage settlement is the stipulation, effective date of signing of this Agreement
10/26/99, that all new employees who do not have any prior motion picture laboratory experience in any of
the following classifications, can carrier, porter, expediter/receiver, chemical mixer, vault department and
shipping department will receive a 10% reduction in Schedule A rates as long as the individual remains in
any of those classifications.
(b) The wages set forth in Schedule A attached hereto shall be applicable to employees employed in
the respective classifications indicated herein The wage rates of Schedule A shall be paid as of April 1,
1999 to all employees who hold such classifications on said date.
(c) If any employee's classification was changed since April 1, 1999 retroactive
computed at the wage rates applicable to each classification held by him for the period thereof.
hired prior to the date of the signing of this Agreement, but subsequent to April 1, 1999
retroactive pay at the wage rates applicable to each classification held by him since the
employment.

pay shall be
An employee
shall receive
date of such
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(d) All new and experienced employees shall receive the wage rate established in Schedule A for the
particular type of classification of work for which he or she may be engaged, except as set forth in paragraph
(a), above. Employees, if any, receiving wages over the prior base rate of their respective classifications
shall continue to receive the same amount over the base rate set forth in Schedule A, so long as they
remain in said classifications.
(e) Without changing the Monday through Friday work week, for each calendar year starting January
1, 1993, an employee must work 40 hours in the 7-day pay week, counting paid sick days, paid holidays,
paid vacations and paid death-in-family days (and no other categories) as hours worked, before the
employee may receive overtime pay.
(f) All Saturday work, up to and including the eighth hour, shall be paid for at the rate of time-andone-half ( 1%) and thereafter at the rate of double time (All Sunday work shall be paid for at the rate of
double time).
(g) The shift premium for all hours worked after 5:30 pm as hereinabove provided for, and for second
shifts, shall be 10% in addition to the base rate for each classification affected; shifts commencing at
Midnight or later shall receive 15% in addition to the base rate for each classification affected; employees on
long shifts, as presently practiced in the industry, shall receive 15% in addition to the base rate for all hours
worked after Midnight; second shifts ending by 2:00 am shall receive 10% in addition to the base rate;
should a second shift end later than 2:00 am, hours worked after 12:00 Midnight shall be paid for at 15% in
addition to the base rate.
(h) The starting time on Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays enumerated in Section 5 hereof shall be
fixed at the discretion of Employer. Employer guarantees minimum pay for Saturdays, Sundays, or Holidays,
enumerated in Section 5 equivalent to eight hours straight time base pay.
(i) Notwithstanding the minimum set forth in the wage scale attached hereto, the wage paid an
employee on the effective date hereof shall not be reduced so long as said employee remains in the
classification in which he is employed at said date and such classification shall not be changed without the
written consent of the union, except as provided for in Section 7 of the Agreement.
(j) If the Employer does not have a regular negative developing crew, he shall classify any employee
who performs such work as a Negative Developer, unless otherwise agreed to by the Union in Writing.
(k) Wages shall be paid in cash or by check. If paid by check, proper facilities for cashing without
premium shall be provided by Employer.
ARTICLE 5. HOLIDAYS:
(a) Employees shall be paid for and not be required to work on any of the following holidays,
provided they report for work any day during the work week in which such Holidays fall:
(I) New Year's Day
(3) Memorial Day
(5) Labor Day
(7) Veteran's Day
(9) Day after Thanksgiving
(II) Christmas Day
(13) Employee's Birthday

(2) Washington's Birthday (President's Day)
(4) July 4m
(6) Columbus Day
(8) Thanksgiving Day
(10) Last regular working day before Christmas Day
(12) Last regular working day before New Year's Day

(b) Should any one of the foregoing Holidays fall on Saturday, employees shall either be paid an
extra day's pay for the week in which said Saturday Holiday fails or if mutually agreed upon by the Union
and Management, the last regularly scheduled work day before the Saturday Holiday shall become a
holiday. Should any on the foregoing Holidays fall on Sunday, it shall be deemed for purposes of this Article
to fall on the next following Monday.
(c) Holiday pay shall be at an employee's regular rate for pay including shift premium.
(d) Any employee working three or more days in a higjiw classification in the work week in which one
of the designated Holidays fall shall be paid Holiday pay at the rate of the higher classification.

(e)
Holidays.

Union agrees to use its best efforts to provide Employer with a requested crew for work on

ARTICLES. VACATIONS:
(a) Employees shall receive the following paid vacations:
Consecutive years of employment
prior to May 1 of any year

Paid Vacation

Less than 2 years
2 years but less than 6 years
6 years but less than 7 years
7 years but less than 8 years
8 years but less than 9 years
9 years but less than 10 years
10 years and over

prorate for period worked
2 weeks
2 weeks and one day
2 weeks and two days
2 weeks and three days
2 weeks and four days
3 weeks

(b) Vacation pay shall be at an employee's regular rate of pay including shift premium. Employees
entitled to one week or more of vacation shall receive a vacation bonus of one week's pay as additional
vacation pay.
(c) Management will allow qualified employees the option of taking vacation days (time off) in
Exchange for Bonus Money for employees with 6 or more consecutive years of employment as of March 31,
2000 under the following schedule:
Effective 1/1/2000 Five (5) Days will be Allowed to be Exchanged.
It is also agreed upon that if this option is taken by an employee that these additional vacation days
will not be taken within the vacation period nor in conjunction with other vacation time being taken by the
employee.
(d) If a better vacation plan is in existence by virtue of a preceding contract between the Union and
Employer, the provision of said plan shall not be affected by the terms hereof.
(e) In calculating period of employment for vacations, no deductions shall be made for time lost due
to temporary layoff or sickness up to 180 work days in any one year. If an employee, during the year ending
April 30 of any year, shall have worked 130 or more days in higher classification, such employee shall
receive his vacation pay at the higher classification rate. If an employee shall have worked in a higher
classification more than 65 days, but less than 130 days, such employee shall receive half of his vacation at
the higher classification rate.
(f) Vacations, as far as is practicable, shall be granted at times requested by employees within the
respective departments, on a seniority basis, and, as far as practicable, shall be granted in consecutive
weeks, provided that in no event may the number of employees in any department on vacation at the same
time exceed ten percent (10%). Vacations shall be taken between the first full week in April and the last
week in October of each year. Vacations at any time other than within the regular vacation period may be
taken with the consent of the Employer and the Union. Schedule setting forth vacation assignments for all
employees shall be posted.
(g) An employee entitled to receive more than two (2) weeks vacation shall receive two (2) weeks of
such vacation consecutively within the vacation period, and the balance of his vacation may be granted
outside the vacation period but within the calendar year.
(h) The Union may discuss with the Employer any proposed variation of the vacation seniority rule.
(i) In lieu of the provisions of (a) above, the Employer may, at his option, any time before February 1
of any year, designate:
(1) One 2-week vacation period in the month of July and one 2-week vacation period in the month of
August, or
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(2) One 2-week vacation period in either of said months.
(j) If Employer elects to designate two 2-week vacation periods under (h) (1) above, employees shall
thereafter, on or before March 1 of said year, select which of the two vacation periods they desire, but in no
event shall more than fifty percent of the employees in any single classification be granted the same
vacation period.
(k) Requests for vacation at times other than the periods designated by the Employer shall be
granted only upon the consent of the Union and the Employer, and in no event may exceed ten percent
(10%) of the employees, in any classification
(I) Should a paid Holiday fall within a vacation week of an employee, said employee shall be
permitted, at the Employer's option, an additional day vacation or its pay equivalent
(m) Any employee laid off or leaving voluntarily, shall be entitled to a prorate vacation earned to the
date of the layoff, provided, in the case of an employee leaving voluntarily, one week's written notice must
be given by such employee to the Employer, prior to leaving, otherwise Employer shall not be obligated to
pay such employee any prorate vacation pay Prorate vacation shall not apply to discharges for cause.
(n) Since vacations are essential for the health of the employees, no employee shall be permitted to
work through his vacation period or any part thereof unless consented to by the Union, except as provided in
subdivision (k) of this section.
(o) With respect to prorate vacations as provided for employees with less than two years of service,
prorate shall be defined as one-twelfth multiplied by the number of months (to the next whole month) of
service multiplied by 40 hours.
For example:

(a) If an employee has 6 months of service, his pro-rate vacation is computed as follows:
6 x 1/12 x 40 hours = 20 hours
(b) If an employee has 15 months of service, his pro-rate vacation is computed as follows
15 x 1/12 x 40 hours = 50 hours

ARTICLE 7. WORK DISTRIBUTION AND LAYOFFS
When work is insufficient to provide a full week's employment for all employees of a department layoffs
may be effected in any one of the following methods:
'
«____
_____^__ rst instance amongst the qualified employees with in
the particular classification affected, 3HWH8H"1f necessary, among the qualified employees in the
department at the wage rates of the classification of work performed so as to afford at least three days work
per week for the employees affected Thereafter, should such work distribution result in less than three days
work per week for such employees of said department, or should such work provide not more than three
days work per week for a period of six successive weeks, layoffs in such department may, at the option of
the Employer, be effected as hereinafter provided, under subdivisions (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) of (c) hereof

proMIBU'WIUl UUIIIiy said six-week period he nas arroraecTno less than four days work per week to each of
the employees in the affected classification or department wherein the layoff is sought, and such layoff shall
be made in accordance with the provisions of subdivisions (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) hereof

employee 1
departmenta

in accordance with this departmental seniority or accept severance pay and the employee finally displaced
shall be laid off. In the event the employee affected was transferred from another department or
classification within the plant, he shall have the option of reverting to a position in his former department or
classification and retain his accumulated seniority in such former department or classification. In no event
shall an employee be transferred to another department unless he had previously been employed in that
department.
(2) If an employee is reverted to a lower classification by reason of layoff, he shall receive the pay of
the lower classification. In the event that such reverted or demoted employee be used for more than a
majority of his working time during any consecutive four-week period in the work of his former higher
classification, he shall then be reclassified to his former higher classification, except that any hours of work
to replace an absent employee shall not be included in determining the accumulated hours worked.
(3) In the event of a layoff, the Shop Steward shall be the last one to be laid off in the plant, provided
film is being handled or processed in the laboratory.
(4) An employee shall be entitled to demand and receive severance pay when he is reduced in
classification and receives the pay of such lower classification for any period of time, or (b) when he is laid
off for more than two days in any one week. Demand may be made by such affected employee for
severance pay under (a) or (b) at any time during which such conditions exist, except in the case of a
permanent layoff, in which case the provisions of Section 11 shall apply.
(5) Upon receipt of said severance pay the employee's tenure in the plant shall be terminated.
However, if such layoff results from an Act of God, fire or shortage of essential materials created by an Act
of God, fire or strikes causing the closing of the plant, then only if an employee be laid off more than five
days shall he be entitled to demand severance pay during the period of layoff.

ARTICLE 8. PERMANENT PLANT SHUTDOWN:
Where all plant operations are permanently discontinued by the Employer for any reason, the provision of
Sections 7 and 11 of this Agreement shall apply.

ARTICLE 9. OVERTIME:
(a) All overtime work shall be equitably rotated among the employees within each classification of
work. A working foreman shall not be discriminated against or receive any preference in the allocation of
overtime work. A working foreman may engage in overtime work out of rotation if an employee called for
such overtime has absented himself. In the event, however, that said working foreman is called out of
rotation and all employees performing the type of work for which overtime is required are not afforded
overtime, his duties shall be confined to supervision only. A working foreman shall be permitted to work
overtime out of rotation on such work as he only, to the exclusion of other employees in the department,
regularly performs.
(b)

A current overtime chart shall be posted in each department at all times.

ARTICLE 10. DISCHARGES:
(a) New inexperienced employees may be discharged without cause on or before the expiration of
the first four weeks of employment, and any other new employees on or before the expiration of the first two
weeks of employment
(b) After four or two weeks, as aforesaid as the case may be, all discharges shall be for just cause
only. Employer shall give the Union twenty-four hours prior notice of its election to discharge for cause and
during such twenty-four hour period Employer may suspend the employee affected. Upon failure of the
Union to concur in the just cause, the matter shall be treated as a dispute, as provided in Section 15.
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(c) An employee may be discharged for cause if he works for another Employer in competition with
the Employer.

ARTICLE 11. SEVERANCE PAY:
(a) In the event of layoff, the permanent discontinuance of all plant operations by the Employer for
any reason, permanent disability, retirement (at minimum age 62), or death of an employee, there shall be
paid the following severance pay:
Where the employee has worked:
1 year but less than 2 years
2 years but less than 4 years
4 years but less than 6 years
6 years but less than 8 years
8 years but less than 10 years
10 years but less than 12 years
12 years but less than 15 years
15 years but less than 17 years
17 years but less than 19 years
19 years but less than 21 years
21 years but less than 23 years
23 years but less than 25 years
25 years and over

Severance Pay:
1 Week
2 Weeks
3 Weeks
4 Weeks
5 Weeks
6 Weeks
7 Weeks
8 Weeks
9 Weeks
10 Weeks
11 Weeks
12 Weeks
13 Weeks

(b) In the event of death, severance pay shall be payable to the legal representative of the
deceased.
(c) In the event of voluntary retirement (by an employee entitled to severance pay under Section
(a) above) during the month in which the employee reaches age 65, there shall be paid an additional two
week's severance pay. Employees who retire before or after the month in which they reach age 65 shall not
be entitled to said additional pay.
(d) The Employer shall notify the Union on each occasion on which any severance is paid pursuant
to this Section, such notice shall set forth the name of the recipient and the amount of the severance paid.

ARTICLE 12. Deleted
ARTICLE 13. TEMPORARY TRANSFERS:
(a) Temporary transfers shall be made from lower classifications so far as practicable, provided
that such transfers shall not deprive another employee of actual employment or result in any employee
performing two separately classified operations simultaneously.
(b) Temporary transfer of an employee from a higher classification to lower classification shall not
result in any reduction in pay, and any employee temporarily required to fill the place of a higher
classification for four (4) hours or less shall be paid the rate for said higher classification for four (4) hours in
the same workday. If the individual is transferred for more than four (4) hours they will receive the
transferred rate for eight (8) hours, and for as long as employee is in the transferred classification on that
day. This Article 13(b) shall become effective on date of signing of this Agreement.
(c) Holiday pay and vacation pay for temporary transferees are covered under Sections 5 and 6.
(d) If a classification of work has been manned by an employee or employees from a lower
classification for three days or more per week for a period of thirteen consecutive weeks, the Employer
agrees to make a promotion to the higher classification in accordance with Section 14, except in cases of
temporary transfers made for the replacement for an employee absent for any reason, or in emergencies.
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ARTICLE 14. PROMOTION:
(a) Promotions to higher classifications shall be based on qualifications and the rule of seniority.
Qualifications shall be mutually agreed upon between management and union and is derived from all
pertinent factors which may include technical evaluation and film handling experience. Employer shall confer
with the Union in the first instance concerning any promotion to be made and in the event that the parties
shall fail to agree within 72 hours after notice to the Union of the Employer's intention to make such
promotion, the matter of said promotion shall be deemed in dispute, and pending the determination of the
arbitrator, Employer may make an interim promotion of a person other than that proposed by the union or
Employer.
(b) Experience obtained as a result of temporary transfer shall not be deemed qualification
hereunder as against an employee with greater seniority.
(c) If a promotion to a higher classification requires a trial period, the employee shall retain the rate
of pay now received by them in their current classification until they have completed the trial period, or as set
forth below. At anytime during the trial period if the individual appears to be not suited to the new
classification, and by management supplying it's proof to the union of the trainees failure to grasp the new
demands of the promotion, they will revert back to their former position.
The trial period before employee shall be classified is as set forth:
Timer
Control
Chem. Mix
Projection
Vault
Printer

2 years* (see Note, p. 23)
3 months
3 months
3 months
2 months
3 months

Negative Worker
Shipper
Raw Stock Splicer
Positive Worker
Can Carrier
Porter
Maintenance

3 months
2 months
2 months
2 months
1 month
1 month
3 months

Negative Developer - Wet end
6 months
(promoted from: can carrier, porter, expeditor, receiving, vault, or shipping,
chemical mixing, building maintenance)
Negative Developer - Wet end
4 months
(promoted from all other classifications)
Negative Developer - Dry end

4 months

Positive Developer - Wet end

3 months

Positive Developer - Dry end

3 months

During a trial period there shall be the following adjustment of the difference between the rate
received by the employee in his/her current classification, and the base rate provided in Schedule A
for the higher classification for which the employee is being trained:
For trial periods of two months a 50% wage adjustment will be given after the first 30 days;
For trial periods of three months a 50% wage adjustment will be given after the first 45 days;
For trial periods of four months a 50% wage adjustment will be given after the first 60 days; and
For trial periods of six months a 33 1/3% wage adjustment will be given after every 60 days.
After the trial period is completed wages will be as per Schedule A rates.
The above trial periods can be reduced at management's discretion.
If for reason not due to the employee's fault (i.e.: cutbacks or layoff in the department being
promoted) they are reverted back to their previous position without completing their trial period,
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said trial period already completed shall be counted as trial time already accumulated. The person
that was in such uncompleted trial period, for a department shall be given the first opportunity,
without prejudice, for that same promotion again if management requests promotion again within a
year from the date the employee is removed from the trial period. This Article 14 (c) shall become
effective date of signing of this Agreement.
(d) In the event that the Employer finds a promoted employee incapable of performing the work
assigned to him in the higher classification, Employer shall revert said employee to his former position. The
inability of a promoted employee to do the work of a higher classification shall not be cause for discharge.
Employer will give notice of the reversion of an employee to his former position, but such reversion shall not
require the consent of the Union. The trial afforded to a promoted employee shall be for the respective trial
period set forth in Article 14 Section C.
(e) The Employer, promptly after granting any employee a merit increase or promoting any
employee, shall notify the Union of such promotion and of the amount of the merit increase.

ARTICLE 15. ADJUSTMENT OF DISPUTES:
(a) Any dispute arising under this contract shall, in the first instance, be discussed for adjustment
by the Employer and the Union.
(b) Should the Employer and the Union be unable to resolve the dispute within five working days
after written notice of said dispute has been served, either party may refer the matter to Eric J. Schmertz as
permanent arbitrator. In any event, the request for arbitration to the arbitrator must be made within thirty (30)
days after the giving or receipt of written notice of such dispute, otherwise the right to arbitrate is waived.
The permanent arbitrator shall render his decision within ten (10) days of the final hearing of the dispute.
(c) If the permanent arbitrator selected shall for any reason be unable or unwilling to act as an
arbitrator hereunder when so requested, either party may request the appointment of an arbitrator in
accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitration Association. Should said arbitrator fail for any reason
to render his decision within thirty (30) days of the date of final hearing of the dispute, he shall be discharged
at the request of either party and a new arbitrator requested in accordance with the provisions hereof.
Should the permanent arbitrator resign or become unable or unwilling to act for the then remaining period of
the Agreement, the Employer and the Union shall meet and attempt to agree on a new permanent arbitrator;
failing in such agreement, arbitrator as required shall be obtained from the American Arbitration Association
as above provided.
(d) Either party may follow the procedure set forth in paragraph (b) above, or may refer said
dispute to the permanent arbitrator by fax or registered or certified mail, R.R.R., with notice to the other
party, requesting an immediate arbitration, in which case the permanent arbitrator shall hold a hearing within
24 hours and issue his award within three hours after the conclusion of the hearing unless the charging party
consents to extend either or both of the time limitations or the arbitrator determines that the protection of the
charging party's contractual rights does not require adherence to the three hour limitation but in no event
shall he fail to render his award within 24 hours.
(e) The decision of the arbitrator shall in all respects be final and binding upon the parties thereto.
(f) The Industry Arbitrator shall be Eric J. Schmertz. His retainer fee, if any, shall be divided equally
among the respective employer parties to the agreement. For purposes of the foregoing provisions, the
Union shall be treated as an employer. The Arbitrators fee shall be paid equally by each party.
(g) In any dispute involving a discharge, a finding by the arbitrator that the discharge was without
cause shall be retroactive to the date of wrongful discharge.
(h) Pending the final determination of any dispute, there shall be no strike or lockout, nor shall
there be any change of working conditions or methods of operation as they existed prior to the dispute
except as they may be otherwise permitted by this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 16. SUPERVISORY EMPLOYEES:
(a) Supervisory employees, who are not classified as Working Foremen or Sub-Foremen, shall not
engage in production or perform the work of another employee except insofar as such work may be
incidental to their duties.
(b) Union agrees that no disciplinary action shall be taken against Working or Non-Working
Foremen or Non-Working Sub-Foremen for any act or action relating to the performance of their duties
relative to plant operations on behalf of the Employer.
(c) The Union agrees that on any matter pertaining to Working Foremen, Non-Working Foremen
and Non-Working Sub-Foremen said matter shall be taken up with the Employer in the first instance.
(d) Employer agrees not to increase the number of Working Foremen or Sub-Foremen without the
consent of the Union.
(e) Working Foremen and Sub-Foremen shall receive no less than 10% above the highest base
rate in their respective departments or such higher differential as has heretofore been established by prior
agreement between the Employer and the Union. Any such foreman receiving wages above said fixed
percentage of differential shall continue to receive the same dollar amount over his new base rate.

ARTICLE 17. MACHINE OPERATION:
(a) The wages and conditions specified in this agreement shall apply to the machines presently in
operation in any laboratory with which the Union has a collective bargaining agreement.
(b) The parties agree that present methods of operation within the laboratories shall continue
without change, except that the Employer may, if it so elects, change its operations from a single to a dual
operation of machines, so that one operator may operate two machines, provided such dual operation is
presently or may hereafter be in existence in a laboratory operating under a collective agreement with the
Union. In the event of any such change the Employer will pay the base rate applicable to such dual
operation.
(c) Employer shall be permitted to install and operate new, unusual and reconstructed equipment,
and accelerate the speed of existing equipment after negotiating wages and conditions with respect thereto
with the Union. In the event that Employer and the Union shall fail to agree within 72 hours after Employer
shall request such negotiations as aforesaid, then the matter shall be deemed in dispute and referred to
arbitration, as provided in Section 15. Pending the decision of the arbitrator, Employer shall have the right to
operate such new, unusual, reconstructed or accelerated equipment and the decision of the arbitrator shall
be retroactive to the date of such operation. However, if such new, unusual reconstructed or accelerated
machinery or equipment is the same as presently or may hereafter be operated in any other laboratory with
which the Union has a collective bargaining agreement then the Employer shall have the right, upon
notification to the Union and upon the mutual agreement that said machinery or equipment is the same, to
operate such equipment in the same manner as the other laboratory upon payment of the base rate of
wages applicable to the machine or equipment operated in such other laboratory. In the event that the
Employer and the Union shall fail to agree within 72 hours that said new machinery or equipment is the
same, then the matter shall be deemed in dispute and referred to arbitration, as provided in Section 15.
(d) As to new, unusual, reconstructed or accelerated machinery or equipment or dual operation of
machines introduced in a laboratory after October 1, 1972, the Employer will notify the Union in writing. The
procedures of (b) and (c) above shall then apply. Such operation of the new, unusual, reconstructed or
accelerated machinery or equipment or dual operation of machines introduced after October 1, 1972 m?y
not be used as a precedent by any other Employer unless such operation has been agreed upon between
the first Employer and the Union, or has been decided by an arbitrator, or the continued operation of such
equipment has been permitted by the Union without protest after written notification has besn given.
(e) All written notices required under this Section shall be given by fax, registered mail, or certified
mail.
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(f) There shall be one inspector employed for each projection machine having not more than one
strand of film in operation at one time.
(g) There shall be the following machine rates:
Panel Printer

"C" Printer

180FPM
240 FPM
360 FPM
480 FPM
-240 FPM

-Gp. 5
-Gp. 5 + .30
-Gp. 5 + .45
-Gp. 5 + .60
-Gp. 5 + .25

(h) The Employer shall have the right to operate color developing machines with the following
reduced crews, at the rates specified in Schedule A. The effective date of this paragraph is April 1, 1993:
Color Negative Developing
Color Positive Developing

1 machine 2 machines 3 machines 1 machine 2 machines -

2 operators
4 operators
6 operators
2 operators
3 operators

ARTICLE 18. Deleted
ARTICLE 19. REINSTATEMENT AFTER ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS:
(a) An employee who meets with an accident or becomes ill, shall, within a reasonable time
thereafter, be permitted to resume his work if and when such employee is in physical condition to so
resume, and his ability to do so shall be determined by a certificate of a duly licensed physician.
(b) rf the employee's absence exceeds four weeks he shall give one week's written notice to the
Employer of his intention to resume work, and he shall report ready for work within one week of the date
certified by his said physician; and his replacement may be then returned to his former job.
(c) In the event that an employee cannot resume his former duties because of injuries sustained or
illness, he shall be placed on a job suitable to his condition at that time and agreed to by Employer and the
Union.
ARTICLE 20. BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE.
Employer agrees that the Business Representative of the Union, or in his absence, another officer
so authorized, shall have access to the laboratory plant in connection with a dispute, for the purpose of
inspecting the plant operation and investigating the facts. The Union agrees that said representative before
entering the plant shall give notice of his desire of so doing to the Employer, and shall request that a
representative of the Employer accompany him through the plant; in the event the Employer or his
representative fail or refuse to so accompany him, the Business Representative may proceed through the
plant for the purposes aforesaid.

ARTICLE 21. SHOP STEWARD:
Shop Steward shall have the right to discuss with Employer during working hours any matte
pertaining to plant operation.
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ARTICLE 22. BULLETIN BOARD SPACE:
Employer agrees to furnish suitable bulletin board space solely for the use of the Union for official
Union communications.

ARTICLE 23. PROHIBITION OF OTHER CONTRACTS.
The Employer shall not during the life of this Agreement, either directly or indirectly, enter into any
contract of whatsoever kind, nature or description, affecting the employees covered by this Agreement, with
any association or corporation claiming to be a labor union other than Local 702,1.A.T.S.E.

ARTICLE 24. MILITARY SERVICE:
The Selective Service Act of 1967, as amended, shall in all cases control the placing of returning
servicemen; it being understood, however, that in the event said Act should be repealed, any employee
returning thereafter shall be entitled to the same job rights as provided for under said Act.

ARTICLE 25. UNION REQUIREMENTS:
No employee shall be required to perform any act or work violative of the Constitution or By-Laws
of this Union. The Union hereby represents that the provisions of this Agreement are not violative of said
Constitution or By-Laws.

ARTICLE 26. NO SUB-CONTRACTING DURING LAWFUL STRIKE:
Employer agrees not to take over or perform as sub-contractor or otherwise do any work for any
laboratory, the employees of which laboratory are lawfully on strike, during the pendency of such strike.

ARTICLE 27. UNION LABEL
The Union label or a suitable identification may be placed in or on all film cans containing film
processed or made under this Agreement, at the Union's sole cost.

ARTICLE 28. LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR UNION OFFICIALS:
Any employee who is a member of the Union who shall be elected or appointed to any office or
position within the Local Union which requires absence from the service of the Employer for that period shall
receive such leave of absence until the expiration of his term of office or position of responsibility. His
seniority shall not be affected by such leave of absence.
Employees entitled to absences for the Union business shall give reasonable advance notice
thereof to the employer.
Union agrees to use its best efforts to provide Employer with crews during absences for Union
business.
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ARTICLE 29. WELFARE FUND:
(a) For the period from July 1, 1999 the Employer shall pay up to the following premiums per
employee per month for the Employees' medical coverage to U.S. Health Care, or a substitute carrier
selected pursuant to Section 29 (c):
The U.S. Health Care premium, as established for July 1, 2000, shall become the permanent
maximum cap for medical coverage. This coverage will be based on the U.S. Health Care Patriot V
plan which has a $5.00 co-pay for a doctor's visit and a $5 prescription co-pay. Management
agrees to pay the full U.S. Health Care premium for the period starting July 1,1999 through June
30, 2001 using the July 1, 2000 premiums with the above stated plan as permanent maximum caps
and for each category (i.e. family, couple and single) and for each state (i.e. New York, New
Jersey, Connecticut and Pennsylvania). In the event there are any premium increases instituted by
the carrier after June 30, 2001, Management will pay 60% of any increased costs, with the
understanding that the balance of the increase 40% will be the responsibility of each employee. In
doing so, Management is accepting the responsibility for cost-free medical coverage from July 1,
1999 through June 30, 2001 and is accepting the responsibility for an additional 60% of any
premium increases initiated by the Carrier thereafter, for the period of July 1, 2001 through June
30, 2002. To further aid the employee in reducing their medical costs Management will also
arrange for medical insurance contributions to be on a pre-tax basis. In the event U.S. Health Care
and their Patriot V ($5/$5) Ran are not available during the term of this contract, a regional proxy
medical health insurance index will be used to establish the required contributions and caps for July
1, 2000 as outlined above.
Pertaining to Technicolor and Du Art, Management's contributions for Employees whose medical
coverage is provided by a carrier other than U.S. Health Care, is limited to the amounts that the
Company would be liable for, as stated above, if the Employee had been covered by U.S. Health
Care, based on that Employee's residence and status.
(b) The employer shall pay its monthly premium obligation to U.S. Health Care in a timely manner.
(c) The Employer, with the consent of the Union, which shall not be unreasonably withheld, may
substitute a different health maintenance organization or insurance carrier other than U.S. Health Care,
provided that the benefits to be furnished by the substitute carrier shall be equivalent to those furnished by
U.S. Health Care.
(d) The Employer, at no cost to the employees, shall maintain for the period from April 1, 1999 to
June 30, 2002, a group life insurance policy of $10,000. for each employee in a company selected by the
Employer.

ARTICLE 30. DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PENSION FUND:
(a) Effective as of January 1, 1986, a Defined Contribution Pension Fund shall be established for
employees.
(b) For the period commencing April 1, 1999 and ending June 30, 2002, the employer's
contribution to the Defined Contribution Pension Fund shall be $1.10 per credited hour commencing April 1,
1999 and $1.15 commencing January 1, 2001, and shall be based on all credited hours of each employee,
but the amount to be contributed by the Employer pursuant to this Section for any employee for any
calendar year shall not exceed the then current contribution rate ($1.10 or $1.15 x the maximum credited
hours of 2150 hours per calendar year, equals $2,365 or $2,472.50) per calendar year. The term "credited
hours", as used in this Collective Bargaining Agreement, means each hour for which an employee is paid, or
entitled to payment, for the performance of duties for the Employer during the applicable computation period.
(c) The benefits provided by the Defined Contribution Pension Fund shall be fully vested for all
persons who were employees on January 1, 1986, and for persons hired by the Employer on and after
January 1, 1986, such benefits shall be vested upon the completion of one year of service for the Employer.
(d) The Defined Contribution Pension Fund shall be held and managed by Trustees pursuant to
the terms of an agreement and declaration of trust to be agreed to by the Employer and the Union.
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(e) The monies paid to the Defined Contribution Pension Fund shall be used by the Trustees to
provide pension or retirement benefits as determined by said Trustees.
(f) The Trustees shall be empowered and directed to make any and all applications and to take
any action necessary to insure proper tax deductions and exemptions for payments made by the Employer
to the Defined Contribution Pension Fund and a proper tax exemption for the Pension Fund income.
(g) Pertaining to Du Art: the Defined Contribution Pension Fund snail be administered by a Board
of four (4) Trustees, two (2) of whom shall be Union Trustees, and the other two (2) Employer Trustees. At
Technicolor, the Fund shall be administered by a Board of two (2) Trustees, one (1) of whom shall be the
Union Trustee, and the other the Employer Trustee.
(h) Pertaining to Du Art:
1. The Company agrees, upon request of the Union, to amend and restate the Defined
Contribution Pension Plan described in Article 30 by adopting a certain Fidelity CORPORATE Ran
for retirement, effective as of 7/1/98, in order to allow a participant of the Plan to elect to defer a
portion of his compensation which would be contributed to the Ran pursuant to §401 (k) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and to elect the manner in which contributions made
on his behalf are invested. Company contributions shall continue to be made quarterly at the dose
of the quarter
2. The Union acknowledges that the Company reserves and retains, in addition to its
rights under ERISA and Plan documents to make Plan changes, its full and paramount rights under
federal labor law to unilaterally amend or terminate the Ran as so amended and restated, upon
expiration of this or any successor collective bargaining agreement and as permitted by federal
labor law, notwithstanding any provision of a Ran document to the contrary; and
3. The name of the new 401 (k) and Profit Sharing Ran is: Du Art Defined Contribution
Plan and Trust for Local 702 Employees. The Plan Administrator is: The Administrative Committee
of the Du Art Defined Contribution Ran for Local 702 Employees, presently consisting of two
individuals appointed by Du Art and the two Trustees appointed by Local 702.
(i) Technicolor reserves and retains the same rights to adopt a 401 (k) plan for the duration of this
Agreement as set forth for Du Art in Article 30 (h) of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 31. I.A.T.S.E.:
As the Union is a member of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Moving Picture
Machine Operators of the United States and Canada, nothing in this Agreement shall ever be construed to
interfere with any obligation of the Union to such International Alliance by reason of a prior obligation. The
Union represents that nothing contained in this Agreement is violative of its present obligation to said
International Alliance.

ARTICLE 32. PARTIAL INVALIDITY:
In the event that any provision of this Agreement shall be declared invalid by a court of competent
jurisdiction, such determination shall not affect the remaining provisions hereof, which shall continue in full
force and effect.

ARTICLE 33. CHECK-OFF OF UNION DUES:
Upon receipt of check-off authorization cards executed by the employees covered by this Agreement in a
form conforming to the requirements of law, the Employer shall deduct from the wages of such employees
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the current dues per month. Such amounts shall be remitted to the Union no later than the tenth day of the
month following said deductions, and until such remittances shall constitute trust funds.

ARTICLE 34. SICK LEAVE:
Commencing January 1, 1997, employees shall be entitled to eight (8) days sick leave with pay in each
calendar year subject to the following conditions:
(a) New inexperienced employees shall not be entitled to sick leave for the first six (6) months of
employment. After six months of employment sick leave shall be prorated back to the date of employment at
the rate of one day for each 1.5 months.
(b) New experienced employees shall be entitled to sick leave for the remainder of the calendar
year prorated at the rate of one day for each 1.5 months.
(c) Sick leave shall be paid for at eight (8) hours per day at an employee's regular rate of pay
including shift premium.
(d) Illness or accident for which sick pay is claimed must be bonafide and shall not be used to
disrupt operations.
(e) Neither the work day before nor the work day after a Holiday or vacation may be taken as paid
sick leave.
(f)

Fractions of a day shall not be taken as paid sick leave.

(g) If sick leave is not taken, employees shall receive unused sick leave pay within thirty (30) days
after the end of the calendar year.
(h) Employees laid off or resigning during any calendar year who have not taken at least their sick
leave, prorated to the date of termination, (to be computed at one day for each 1.5 months of employment)
at the time of such lay-off or resignation, shall be paid sick leave pay prorated to the date of termination. No
employee shall be required to reimburse or otherwise be charged for any sick leave taken prior to the date of
his layoff or discharge.

ARTICLE 35. Deleted
ARTICLE 36. Deleted.
ARTICLE 37. DEATH IN THE FAMILY:
In the event of death in the immediate family of any employee, the employee shall be entitled to not more
than three (3) days' leave with straight-time pay. For the purpose of this section, the immediate family
means the employee's father, mother, father-in-law, mother-in-law, sister, brother, spouse and children. This
section shall not apply to new, inexperienced employees for the first four (4) weeks of their employment, and
any other new employees for the first two (2) weeks of their employment.

ARTICLE 38. JURY DUTY:
Any employee who performs jury duty shall be reimbursed for lost wages, rf any, up to $175.00, effective
January 1,1993.
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ARTICLE 39. HEALTH AND SAFETY:
(a) All cleaners, developers, mechanics, liquid gate printers and chemical mixers shall be given a
medical examination at least once a year at the Employer's expense by a physician of Employer's choice.
The Employer shall provide proper safety equipment for employees handling chemicals. A copy of each
medical report shall be furnished to the employee involved.
(b) Management and all employees acknowledge their respective obligations to comply with all
existing state and federal laws and company rules and requirements pertaining to workplace health and
safety issues.
(c) The union may appoint a Union health and safety officer in Du Art and Technicolor labs. That
officer must be an elected Union official excluding the Union Shop Steward who has completed a workplace
hazard and safety awareness program. That officer will assume sole responsibility for the union to discuss
health and safety issues with management.

ARTICLE 40. EFFECTIVE DATE AND DURATION:
(a) This agreement is in effect from April 1,1999 to June 30, 2002.
(b) Negotiations for a new Agreement shall commence ninety (90) days before the expiration date
of this Agreement upon notification to the Employer by the Union.
TECHNICOLOR EAST COAST, INC.

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORY
FILM TECHNICIANS, I.A.T.S.E.
LOCAL 702

By:.

By:.

Dated: October 26, 1999

Dated: October 26,1999

DU ART FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
By:_

By:_

Dated: October 26,1999

Dated: October 26, 1999
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Schedule A
Classification of Work and Rates
PRINTING DEPARTMENT
Group 2
Single Machines; one strand
a) Automatic, picture and/or sound
b) Double headed automatic, picture and/or sound
c) 16mm reduction, picture or sound
d) 16mm contact, picture and title only
e) Superimposed picture and title only
NOTE: Any above machinery may be run with loops
f) 32mm

4/1/99

4/1/00

4/1/01

16.44

16.93

17.48

Group 3
a)
b)
c)
d)

Superimposed picture, sound and title
Reduction - 2 strands, 2 machines
Sound, 2 strands
Any 2 machines in Group 2 (a), (b), (c)
one operator

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Panchromatic dupes
Reprints and replacements
Research Printer
C.S.P. - 2 machines
C.P. - regular

a)
b)
c)

Color Printer - one or two machines - one operator
C.P. Feature Printer
C.P. Elevator Printer

Group 4

Group 5
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POSITIVE DEVELOPING DEPARTMENT
Dry End
Type 1 - One Strand - Normal
Type 2 - One Strand - Fast
Type 3 - Two Strand - Normal
Type 4 - Two Stand - Fast
Type 5 - Color - Normal
Stripper
Wet End (Pre-determined control)
Type 1 - One Strand - Normal
Type 2 - One Strand - Fast
Type 3 - Two Strand - Normal
Type 4 - Two Stand - Fast
Type 5 - Color - Normal
Stripper

4/1/99

4/1/00

4/1/01

16.58

1708

17.64

16.83

17.34

1790

Type 1 - One Strand - Normal
Type 2 - One Strand - Fast
Type 3 - Two Strand - Normal
Type 4 - Two Strand - Fast
or
Color Positive Developing
1 machine - 2 operators*
2 machines - 3 operators*
* Add $2.45 per hour to the Positive Developing Rate
Speeds of black and White Positive Developing Machines
Speeds
Speeds
Speeds
Speeds

of 150 feet per minute shall be deemed normal.
between 151 feet and 180 feet per minute shall be deemed fast.
between 181 feet and 250 feet per minute shall be paid for at a rate of 10% above the fast rate
between 251 feet and 300 feet per minute shall be paid for at a rate of 15% above the fast rate.
Speeds of Color Positive Developing Machines

Speeds
Speeds
Speeds
Speeds

of 180 feet per minute shall be deemed normal
between 181 feet and 215 feet per minute shall be paid for at a rate of 5% above the fast rate.
between 216 feet and 250 feet per minute shall be paid for at a rate of 10% above the fast rate
between 251 feet and 300 feet per minute shall be paid for at a rate of 15% above the fast rate.
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NEGATIVE DEVELOPING DEPARTMENT

Dry End
Type 1 - One Strand
Type 2 - Two Strand - Fast
Type 3 - Color

4/1/99

4/1/00

4/1/01

16.74

17.24

17.80

17.00

17.50

18.07

Wet End
Type 1 - One Strand
Type 2 - One Strand - Fast
Type 3 - Color
B&W - 2 Strand
Color
Color Negative Developing
3 Man Crew, One Strand
5 Man Crew, Two Strand
or
1 machine - 2 operators*
2 machines - 4 operators*
3 machines - 6 operators*
'Add $2.45 per hour to the Negative Developing Rate
NEGATIVE WORKERS DEPARTMENT
a)
b)

c)

Negative Joiners Exclusively
All general negative workers, including but not limited to
superimposed work, reprints, replacements,
preparation of negative including the selection of scenes
for printing, finishing and numbering
Negative cutting and matching, on a weekly basis
where now existing, otherwise on a daily basis

15.74

16.21

16.74

16.83

17.34

17.90

16.09
16.27

16.57
16.76

17.11
17.31

15.64

16.10

16.63

INSPECTION BY PROJECTION DEPARTMENT
a)

b)

Inspector, Picture and/or Sound
1. Normal Speed
2. Fast
Inspector - Arc Lamp
NEGATIVE CLEANERS DEPARTMENT

a)

Hand or machine cleaning without restriction as to
Nature of the work or the equipment
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POSITIVE JOINING DEPARTMENT
a)
b)

Splicing, Rewinding, Print Assembly workers,
Slitters and Change-over workers
Reprint orders and inserters. Foreign Titles

4/1/99

4/1/00

4/1/01

14.97
15.21

15.41
15.67

15.92
16.18

14.64

15.08

15.57

15.79
14.21
15.79

16.26
14.64
16.26

16.79
15.11
16.79

18.80
20.29

19.36
20.90

19.99
21.58

RAW STOCK SPLICER DEPARTMENT
a)
b)

Splicers
Splicers - Color
CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT

a) Mixers - Color
*b) Mixers - Color - hired after 10/26/99 (see Note, p. 25)
c) Mixer - Color/Chemist
TITLE DEPARTMENT
a)
b)
c)

d)

Title Camera Clerk - new
Title Camera Clerk
Title Cameraman
i) All titles
ii) Stop motion and automatic conforming
iii) Dissolves
iv) Fades
Title Cameraman
i) Composite Dupe in Camera
ii) Animation
iii) Slide Camera Work
TIMING DEPARTMENT

a) Junior Timers
b) Timers
c) Chief Timer

'NOTE: Junior timers train over a two year period with automatic increases at six month intervals, based on
1/4th differential between Junior Timer and Timer (b) rate. The starting Schedule A rate for Junior
Timer shall be 10% below the (b) Timer's rate. This reduction will be reduced by 2.5% every six
months (to 7.5% after six months, 5% after one year, and 2.5% after eighteen months) below the
Timer's (b) rate while the individual is in the two year training period.
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CONTROL DEPARTMENT

a) General Control
b) Sensitometric Control
c) Sensitometric Control / Chemical

15.97
16.58
16.58

16.44
17.08
17.08

16.98
17.64
17.64

15.18
13.66

15.64
14.07

16.15
14.53

15.81

16.28

16.81

14.23
16.67
15.00

14.66
17.17
15.45

15.13
17.72
15.95

SHIPPING DEPARTMENT
a) Shippers, Checker & Packer
"b) Shippers, Checker & Packer -hired after 10/26/99 (see Note, p. 25)
c) Shipper - limited to one man in department who controls the
shipping, distribution, scheduling, etc. of all shipments
** d) Shipper - limited to one man in department who controls the
shpng, distrib, sending, etc. of all shipments -hired after 10/26/99
e) Head Shipper
"
**f) Head Shipper-hired after 10/26/99
NOTE:

A further increase of 5% will be paid to all employees in (a) and (c) above who specifically check
and pack shipments intended for export to all countries except Canada.
RAW STOCK DEPARTMENT

a) Raw Stock Clerks - Printing Dept.
b) Head Raw Stock Receiver

14.50
14.87

14.94
15.32

15.42
15.82

15.81
14.23

16.28
14.66

16.81
15.13

16.62
16.97

17.12
17.48

17.68
18.05

16.22
16.62

16.71
17.12

17.25
17.68

RECEIVING DEPARTMENT
a) Receiver - limited to one man in department
**b) Receiver-hired after 10/26/99
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
a) Electricians
b) Chief Electrician
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT
a)
b)
c)
NOTE:

Apprentice machinists
Maintenance mechanics, general machinists, and all types
Of maintenance on air conditioning equipment
Precision machinists

Apprentice machinists to receive the differential between the starting rate and machinists' base
rate over a period of four years on the basis of semi-annual automatic increases. There shall be
one apprentice for up to every ten machinists.
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BUILDING MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT
a) Porters - any type of porter work
** b) Porters - any type of porter work - hired after 10/26/99

4/1/99
14.32
12.89

4/1/00
14.75
13.27

4/1/01
15.23
13.70

14.27
12.84

14.69
13.22

15.17
13.65

15.43
13.89
15.80
14.22

15.89
14.30
16.27
14.65

16.41
14.77
16.80
15.12

MISCELLANEOUS
a) Can Carriers
" b) Can Carriers - hired after 10/26/99
c) Negative Vault Men
1) Active
2) Active - hired after 10/26/99
d) Expediters
" e) Expediters - hired after 10/26/99

On classifications without a pay rate - refer back to the contract dated October 1, 1980 to
September 30,1983.
** NOTE: As provided in Article 4 (a) of this Agreement:
All new employees who are hired after 10/26/99 who do not have prior motion picture laboratory
experience in any of the following classifications: can carrier, porter, expediter/receiver, chemical
mixer, vault dept., and shipping dept. will receive a 10% reduction in Schedule A rates as long as
the individual remains in any of these classifications.
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Video.
, Jtoctd 702
OF THE INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE OF THEATRICAL STAGE EMPLOYEES, A.F.L-C.1.O
165 WEST 46TH STREET ROOM 900 NEW YORK, NY 10036

(212)869-5540

Robert M. Smith
President
Du Art Film Laboratories, Inc.
245 West 55lh< Street
New York, NY 10019
Re:

1ATSE National Health & Welfare Fund Coverage

Dear Mr. Smith:
This letter will serve to memorialize the discussions and agreement between Local 702 and Du
Art Film Laboratories. Inc. (the "Employer") regarding the modification to Article 29 of the
parties' April 1, 1999 through June 30, 2002 Collective Agreement (the ''Agreement'*).
Specifically, the parties have agreed that Article 29 will be modified to allow those employees
who choose to do so elect welfare fund coverage under Plan A2 of the IATSE National Health &
Welfare Fund (the "IATSE Health Fund").
Provided for all employees who voluntarily choose to be covered under the IATSE Flealth Fund,
the Employer will make all required contributions to insure coverage. The current Employer
contributory amount is $12 per day for 23 working days a month for a total of $276 (i.e.. $12 x
23 = $276). It is expressly understood that the Employer will pay any increase in the daily
contribution rate, up to the maximum aggregate Employer contribution as set forth in Article 29
of the present Collective Bargaining Agreement for those employees. Employer contributions
shall be for all working days per month, with working days to include days the respective
employee worked. Holidays, vacation days, jury duty days, and days off covered by workers"
compensation, temporary disability, or sick leave, or under the Family Medical Leave Act.
The Employer recognizes that the IATSE Health Fund requires contributions for 60 working
days and a one-month waiting period before an employee is eligible for coverage. Given that
requirement, the Employer shall continue to pay its share of the premium for coverage under
U.S. Health Care in accordance with the Agreement until such time that the employee is eligible
for coverage under the IATSE Health Fund. The intension of the parties is that there shall be no
lapse or gap in medical insurance coverage for any employee who chooses coverage under the
IATSE Health Fund.

r

Video.
Jlocal 702

OF THE INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE OF THEATRICAL STAGE EMPtjOYEES, A.F.L-C.I.C
165 WEST 46TH STREET ROOM 900 • NEW YORK. NY 10036

(212) 869-554!

Robert M. Smith
President

Du Art Film Laboratories, Inc.
Page 2
between the parties, please sigr, below and return a
If the above accurately reflects the agreement
copy of this letter to me.

Si* cerel

(3d eph Truglio
Wesident

Date

AGREED AND ACCEPTED:

Du Art Film Laboratory Inc.

Date

DuArt Bids Farewell to Film Processing, Expands Digital Operation
New York, NY, August 2, 2010 — DuArt Film & Video, one of the oldest motion picture
film laboratories in the world, will process its last roll of film this August "I grew up with
film," says DuArt Chairman of the Board Irwin Young, "so I'm sad to see it go. But most
of our clients have moved to digital image acquisition and we're moving with them.
Closing the processing lab will allow us to do more in the continued expansion of digital
services."
DuArt was founded in 1922 by Young's father Al Young, a film editor, and his partner
Arthur Gotteib. The business expanded through the 30s and 40s thanks to the growth
of prize fight films and newsreel. In the 50s, DuArt became the exclusive laboratory of
CBS news, which continued well into the 70s with the processing of their flagship
program 60 Minutes. "We had many innovations over the years," remembers DuArt
President Bob Smith, "including one of the first continuous processing machines in
1927, the first processing of Eastman Color negative in 1951 and the first Rank Cintel
talacine transfers in the U.S. in 1977." The lab received an Academy Award for
Technical Achievement in 1979 for their development of a frame cuing system. In the
70s. DuArt pioneered the professional use of 16mm and was instrumental in the
deployment of Super 16 in the 80s. "We've had to adapt to changing technologies
throughout our history," remarks Irwin Young. "After all, it was the silent era when we
got our start."
DuArt played a key role in many classics of the independent film movement, including,
She's Gotta Have It, Marian County, USA, Roger and Me and Down by Law, as well as
Hollywood successes such as Forrest Gump, The Abyss, Fargo and When Harry Met
Salty. In 2001, Young was awarded an Oscar for his service to the filmmaking
community.
"When shooting Barton Fink in LA, a local lab was providing uneven results so without
hesitation we sent our negative to DuArt in New York," remembers eight-time Academy
Award nominated Director of Photography Roger Deakins. "From Don Donigi to the
equally expert Steve Blakely I have always been able to rely on the voice at the other
end of phone. For them film processing was always far more than a business." The lab
also processed Deakins' Sid and Nancy, Fargo, Kundun, A Beautiful Mind,
Revolutionary Road and Doubt.
DuArt win continue its rich legacy of service to the creative community with a full
compliment of digital services such as HD mastering, sound design and mixing, DVD
and Blu Ray authoring and replication, but will also be launching several new initiatives.
"We've been evolving towards digital for some time now." says Joe Monge, DuArt's VP
of Video Operations, "but this transition allows us to go further." A 4K Dl mastering
theater is currently under construction for jobs intended to go to the big screen and a
small sound stage will be completed this fall.

Under the leadership of Carmen Borgia, VP of Audio Operations, DuArt is expanding
with two new recording studios completed, bringing the total to six, and three more
under construction. DuArt Audio Books, a mastering and recording service, is now up
and running. DuArt's audio localization service has expanded from its Japanese
concentration into the Brazilian, Chinese, Indian, and Italian markets with a number of
film and television series adapted for the US market.
DuArt will maintain its film-handling expertise, thanks to the guidance of film-veteran
Steve Biakely, VP of Rim Operations. Many film-related services will continue, such as
restoration, telecine, film scanning and recording. Processing and printing services will
still be offered through outsourcing relationships. "We're still an all in one facility," says
DuArt Chief Operating Officer, Charles Darby. "In fact, the packaging of disparate
services into a simple flat-rate workflows is what allows us to simplify post and save our
customers money." Recent clients that have benefited from DuArt's flat rate workflows
include The National Geographic Channel, WGBH and the shot-on-Red feature film
Downtown Express.
"We're a family operation," says Young. "Many of our staff have been here for decades."
His nephew Andrew Young, who is VP of Special Projects at DuArt and is also a
working filmmaker, has pioneered the support of the latest digital cinema workflows at
DuArt "The fade out of film is bittersweet for me," Andrew Young says. "But if s also an
exciting time because it will free up a lot of space that we can use to serve our
customers in new ways. What will remain constant is our commitment to the filmmaker,
the creative artists we serve. That's what this business is ail about." It's a commitment
that now spans three generations at DuArt. "Even in the digital age," trwin Young adds,
"you can bet that they will still be called filmmakers."
For more information, visit www.duart.com.

DUART FILM AND VIDEO

u
Mr. Joseph A. Truglio
President/Bus. Agent
IATSE Local 702
542 Eastbrook Road
Ridgewood,NJ 07450
Re:

DuArt Film Laboratory shutdown

Dear Mr. Truglio,
The purpose of this letter is to confirm, in writing, that thej^mpany peflnaiugitly discontinued
plant operations in August 2010, as reflected ^(the attached August 2, 2010 press release, and
that DuArt does not anticipate renegotiating the collective bargaiiimg^igTeemenTwith Local 702
after the agreement expires on December 31,2010, and to meet the written notice requirement of
Article 7(b) of the collective bargaining agreement for the three remaining 702 personnel.
DuArt will pay any severance pay due to the remaining Local 702 Schedule A employees at that
time, or earlier should any of the said employees retire or be laid-off prior to that date. DuArt
will pay any monies due, with regard to the pension and health plans as required by the collective
bargaining agreement, up to December 31,2010. After December 31,2010, DuArt's obligation
to Local 702 pension and health plans will terminate in conjunction with the expiration and
termination of the collective bargaining agreement
Feel free to contact me should you have any questions or concerns regarding these matters.
JJineerely,

President

245 West 55th Strcci
Phone 2U-757-4580

New York, NY 10019

Fax 212-977-7448

212-333-7647
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